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Abstract: 
 
    This dissertation introduces a new field of DNA photonics centering on the electronic 
properties of DNA, which emerges after the initial controversies regarding the long-range 
conductivity and wire-type behavior of DNA have been widely settled. DNA photonics 
study is not solely focused on charge transfer phenomena but encompasses all possible 
photophysical processes and their potentially complex interplays. For instance, ultrafast 
electronic energy migration, dissipation, and (de)localization on the femtosecond time 
scale are shown to be crucial for the description of light-induced dynamics in DNA and 
have been thoroughly investigated in this dissertation. In addition to measurements on 
natural single and double-stranded DNA, this dissertation also presents experimental data 
on a series of functionalized DNA systems (derivatized by stilbene, ethidium, 2-
aminopurine, etc.), obtained by state-of-the-art femtosecond broadband pump–probe 
spectroscopy. The results illustrate the distance dependence of charge transfer, emphasize 
the role of the initial electronic excitation on energy transfer dynamics, and highlight the 
 
 influence of structural factors on both processes in DNA. Finally, as one initial step 
towards DNA electronics application, a DNA mimicking system of tertiary arylureas 
were employed to demonstrate molecular wire behavior, implying its potential use in 
molecular electronics. Thus, both the experimental and theoretical research accumulated 
for DNA π–π coupling can be translated into designing and testing various molecular 
systems with similar π-stacked structures. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Historic Perspective 
    Ever since Eley and Spivey first proposed that DNA's stack of π electrons might work 
as an efficient conduit for distance-independent electron transfer in 1962 (1), the 
electronic properties of DNA have attracted great interest. In the early times, however, 
few experimental data demonstrated DNA as an efficient pathway to transport electrons. 
The breakthrough came in 1993, when Jacqueline Barton’s group at California Institute 
of Technology (Caltech) first showed that DNA might indeed be “wire-like” (2). They 
designed a donor–bridge–acceptor structure with ruthenium, rhodium complexes and 15-
base pair DNA duplexes acting as electron donor, electron acceptor and intervening 
bridge, respectively. The group found that the electron transfer rate does not depend 
much on the length of the DNA bridges and estimated a β value equal or smaller than 0.2 
Å-1. β is a parameter reflecting the efficiency of electronic conduction through an 
extended molecular system, as expressed by equation 1.1:  
))(exp()( 0
0 rrkrk CTCT −−⋅= β                                          (1.1) 
kCT 0 is the charge transfer rate with donor and acceptor in van der Waals contact r0, and 
(r–r0) reflects the center-to-center distance between the donor and acceptor. Generally 
speaking, the smaller the value of β, the larger the conductivity of the molecular material 
(The definition of this concept will be explained in detail in Section 1.3). The smaller β 
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value here implied that stacked aromatic heterocycles of DNA were very efficient in 
facilitating electron transfer through “π-ways” and exhibited wire-like behavior to certain 
degree.  
The work of Barton’s group sparked intense interest and studies on DNA charge 
transfer almost spawned overnight from research groups throughout the world (3-6). 
However, the results from different research groups were not consistent with each other, 
as shown by the significant fluctuations of the β values obtained (7-9). For example, in 
1997, Lewis et al. (10) at Northwestern University used their trademark “DNA hairpin 
structures” and got a β of 0.64 Å-1; in 1998, Tanaka et al. (11) in Japan measured a β of 
1.4 Å-1; also in 1998, Giese et al. (12) from Switzerland gave a β of 1 Å-1.  Why did the 
measurements lack consensus? For almost one decade, the debates have been heating up 
and centering on the key question as to whether DNA can facilitate charge transfer and if 
indeed yes, in what kind of way. The debate is so lively that it even drew attention from 
popular science magazines like Chemical & Engineering News (13-16) and Physics 
World (17). When carefully examined, the experimental results from various groups 
exhibited conflicts largely because the inherent difference of the molecular systems were 
neglected and unjustifiably compared with one another. Many factors could lead to the 
inconsistence: varied DNA sequence lengths and constituents measured; different types 
of chromophores, i.e. donors and acceptors employed for DNA modifications; In 
addition, some artifacts might arise when bound donors and acceptors distort local DNA 
structures:  in this case β did not reflect the true characteristic of DNA any more. Some 
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researchers even went further to suggest maybe β itself was not a good parameter to 
describe charge transfer properties of DNA, arguing that it was only suitable for 
indicating the charge transfer efficiency in the situation of “superexchange” (see Section 
1.3) process. More important, DNA structural dynamics were not given enough notice in 
earlier research. This subject only drew deserved attention from researchers later and has 
become one very important constituent of DNA photonics study today.  
The heated debate attracted theoreticians as well. In 1996, Beratan and co-workers (18) 
made calculations on the DNA structures used in time resolved experiments from three 
research groups (including the Barton group which measured experimental value of  β 
≤0.2 Å-1) and obtained  β values of  ~1.2–1.6 Å-1, which implied that DNA is not a wire;  
Jortner et al. (19) in Israel made calculations and found that relative energetics of donor 
and acceptor with respect to the DNA bridge determined the charge transfer mechanism. 
Both superexchange mechanism (charge transfer rate drops off exponentially with 
distance and β is bigger) and hopping mechanism (charge transfer rate does not depend 
much on distance and β is smaller) could occur under certain circumstances. These results 
together with other similar calculations explained why the measured β varied so much 
from theoretical perspectives. 
With more and more research being accomplished in this field, the understanding 
became more comprehensive and certain consensus started to emerge: DNA is not a 
molecular wire, but it still conducts charges better than proteins, and the way DNA 
facilitates charge transfer can be performed in more than one style. The understanding 
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kept deepening and the role of structural dynamics on DNA charge transfer gradually 
entered people’s sight. In 1999, Kelley and Barton (20) found that electron migration 
between guanine and one fluorescent analog of adenine could yield β values ranging from 
0.1 to 1 Å-1 with varied DNA sequence compositions and lengths. The wide gap was 
assigned to the influence of structural changes in the base stack. 1999 also saw the first 
femtosecond studies of DNA charge migration and the “gating effect” concept was 
suggested (21). That is, DNA base pairs must be rearranged to optimized structures to 
facilitate charge migration. The important message here: DNA itself is moving! As a 
matter of fact, the dynamic properties of DNA structures have been well established– 
their internal dynamics is reported to be on the time scales from as fast as 10-13 seconds to 
as slow as 102 seconds (22-27). Unfortunately in early times, research was mostly 
focused on those slow dynamics that can be easily related to biological functions. When 
it comes to the function of DNA as charge and energy transfer medium, where the local 
ultrafast motions might play crucial roles, little notice was given and many unanswered 
questions were left open (28). Nowadays, DNA structural dynamics, including those 
ultrafast ones on femtosecond time scale have been an inseparable part for the second 
generation study of photo induced phenomena in DNA. Its critical roles are highlighted 
by more and more results, both experimentally and theoretically. Furthermore, DNA 
ultrafast structural dynamics, like its slower counterpart, turns out to be also involved in 
biological activities, e.g. oxidative DNA damage during charge transfer (29, 30). 
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1.2 DNA Photonics 
    A nascent field of DNA photonics emerges with the initial controversies regarding the 
long-range conductivity properties and wire-type behavior of DNA being widely settled 
(31-33). As a branch of the general biophotonics which is a fusion of photonics and 
biology (34), DNA photonics study centers around the interaction between light and 
DNA. In this field, DNA is investigated as dynamic extended molecular system, instead 
of simple static donor–bridge–acceptor (D–B–A) model used before and the structural 
dynamics is thoroughly studied. In addition, not only charge transfer phenomena but all 
possible photophysical processes occurring in nucleic acids are investigated. For instance, 
DNA ultrafast electronic energy dissipation, (de)localization after initial electronic 
excitation, excimer and exciton formations are crucial topics to understand photophysics 
of nucleic acids. Furthermore, the complex interplays between structural and electronic 
properties of DNA which are profound for applications in nanobiotechnology (35, 36) are 
also constituents of DNA photonics study. DNA is a perfect model for theoretical study 
of π electron interactions in large molecular assemblies due to its special π–π stacking 
structure. For instance, we recently reported synthetic DNA-like structures showed 
molecular wire behaviors (37). More understanding from studies in DNA photonics will 
likely answer the question whether − and to what extent − DNA can be used as a 
functional building block in molecular nanoscale devices (38), and make future 
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applications possible, such as DNA damage and repair, nano molecular devices and 
DNA-targeted drug design, etc. 
1.3 Basics of Charge Transfer and Energy Transfer Dynamics 
Charge Transfer Mechanism 
The centerpiece of the early time debate is the β value. So what is β?  Based on 
semiclassical Marcus electron transfer theory, β is a parameter characterizing electronic 
conduction through an extended molecular structure. It describes the distance dependence 
of charge transfer rate (kCT) for a D–B–A system (39). For non-adiabatic charge transfer 
processes, a simplified form of the Marcus–Levich–Jortner equation is written as the 
following:  
))(exp()( 0
0 rrkrk CTCT −−⋅= β                                    (1.1) 
, assuming that neither donor nor acceptor moiety has significant anisotropies (i.e. 
angular dependences) in their electronic wavefunctions. The rate kCT is proportional to 
the square of the electronic donor–acceptor coupling VDA. Suppose donor and acceptor 
moieties are represented by s-orbitals, the overlap integral – and also VDA  –  would 
decrease exponentially with the distance between the centers of the two orbitals. As a 
result, a smaller β value means that charge transfer is weakly dependent on distance and 
indicative of wire-like behavior, as demonstrated by some model D–B–A systems (37, 
40).  ET in protein has been widely studied (41-43) and usually higher β values around 
1.0 are obtained (44). But for DNA, the β values lie in a broad range: as big as over 1.4 
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Å-1 or as small as below 0.1 Å-1 in different circumstances (45). This added difficulty to 
decipher the mystery of DNA electronic conductivity. The wide range actually sheds 
light on possible charge transfer mechanism transition in DNA. As a result, the electronic 
conductivity of DNA should not be simply evaluated by single β values. Other relevant 
parameters ought to be combined together to make a more comprehensive judgment. 
    Only after about one decade of studies, does the debate on the electronic conductivity 
of DNA finally converge. Chemists now draw a clear picture of DNA charge transfer 
phenomena at the microscopic level. Charge transfer can be categorized more specifically 
into “electron transfer” and “(virtual) hole transfer” (see next section). Most early 
investigations on DNA charge transfer focused on hole transfer reactions and thus the 
mechanisms proposed were based on hole transfer data. Nonetheless, electron transfer 
process is generally assumed to be explained reasonably within the same framework. In 
summary, there are two major mechanisms (see Figure 1.1) (19, 46, 47): (i) a single-step 
superexchange process or (ii) a multistep hopping mechanism. Superexchange occurs 
when the bridge states have higher energy levels than that of the donor. The rate is highly 
distance dependent. As shown in the equation 1.1, it decreases exponentially with the 
distance. Hence, strictly speaking, equation 1.1 is only suitable for describing 
superexchange.  
When the energetics of the bridges is comparable to the donor, charge hopping takes 
place. In this case, equation 1.1 is not appropriate any more. Instead, the following 
relation is applied (19): 
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η−∝ NrkCT )(                                                      (1.2) 
Here N is the number of hopping steps and η is a constant between 1 and 2 which 
reflects the influence of the medium (19). Charge hopping is weakly distance 
independent and has been demonstrated to account for charge migration as far as 200 Å 
(48).  It has been proposed that hole transport occurs via a superexchange mechanism at 
short distances and via a hopping mechanism at longer distances. Because the 
superexchange process is strongly distance dependent and the hopping process weakly 
distance dependent, a mechanistic crossover is expected to occur at intermediate 
distances. Such predictions are cemented by examples shown in Chapter 3. One must 
bear in mind that during hopping process, the hopping across the bridge is usually diffuse 
and many dynamic steps may get involved before final and irreversible hole trapping at 
the acceptor site, as displayed in the lower panel of Figure 1.1. Hence, experimental 
measurements may not provide a rate constant for base-to-base hole transfer.  
    Hopping mechanism is sometimes interpreted as polaron motions (49, 50). The basic 
idea is that charge injection into DNA induces structural changes which tend to lower the 
system energy. A polaron, by its definition, is a self-trapped radical ion (51). Polaron 
motions in DNA in fact reflect that the formed radical ion is stabilized and delocalized 
amid adjacent bases via structural distortion.    
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Figure 1.1  Diagrams for a single-step superexchange (upper panel, the bridge states 
have higher energy levels than that of the donor) and a multistep (diffusive) hopping 
processes (lower panel, the bridge states have close or lower energy levels compared to 
that of the donor).  
 
Electron Transfer versus Hole Transfer 
 
    No matter what the process labeled, either “electron transfer (ET)” or “hole transfer 
(HT)”, it is the “electron” that actually migrates during the DNA charge transfer process. 
Hence, the distinction between electron transfer and hole transfer may look semantic in 
nature. When viewed in the orbital picture, however, the difference between both 
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processes becomes clear. As shown in Figure 1.2, for ET processes, the electron donor is 
first excited and an electron is transferred from the LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital) of the donor to the LUMO of the acceptor, and the corresponding one-electron 
coupling matrix element V involves both LUMO wave functions (52). While for HT, the 
resulting one-electron coupling matrix element involves both HOMO (highest occupied 
molecular orbital) wave functions: initially, the electron acceptor is excited, which 
generates an electron hole in the HOMO level. One electron subsequently migrates to fill 
this hole from the HOMO of the electron donor. The process is like one virtual “hole” 
injects to the electron donor and is thus named “hole transfer”. 
 
Figure 1.2  Comparisons of  photoinduced electron transfer (left) and hole transfer 
(right), where V represents the electronic coupling matrix element within the one-electron 
approximation (52). Here “D” refers to “electron donor” and “A” refers to “electron 
acceptor”. 
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    In the past, most studies on DNA charge transfer had been concentrating on targeting 
(oxidative) hole transfer reactions. For example, DNA charge transfer where single or 
multiple G bases as the hole donor have been widely applied (10, 53, 54). Since the 
energetic and the topological structure of the "HOMO-band" and the "LUMO-band" are 
distinct in DNA, dynamic differences between hole transfer and electron transfer 
reactions are expected.  From the perspective of making DNA electronic devices, excess 
electron transfer would be more advantageous (45). This is because the intrinsic problem 
of frequent oxidative DNA damage caused by hole trapping during hole transfer process 
is absent in those electron transfer reactions. Previously, some investigations had been 
performed to study excess electrons in specifically designed DNA assemblies (3, 46, 55, 
56). An example of ET is also presented in Chapter 4 of the dissertation, where the 
comparative study between HT and ET demonstrate that although difference is expected 
based on aforementioned orbital theory, these two types of charge transfer share many 
similarities.  
Excitation Energy Transfer 
 
The mechanism of radiationless energy transfer that is mainly attributed to either 
Coulombic interaction or electron exchange has been well established (57, 58). This 
dissertation focuses on electronic excitation energy transfer in aggregates of molecules 
which often lead to distinguished dynamic behaviors from that of individual ones due to 
complicated intra- or intermolecular interaction. In one simple case when the energy 
donor and energy acceptor are identical molecules, the excited one can dynamically 
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combine with a molecule in ground states and form an excited dimer, “excimer” for short 
(57, 59). Formation of heterodimeric molecules with one in excited state and the other in 
ground states is also possible but that is usually named “exciplex”. A verified example 
for excimer formation has been given in Chapter 6 where a 2-aminopurine (Ap) excimer 
(ApAp)* is detected.  
On the other hand, if the energy donor and acceptor are the same chromophores within 
an extended molecular aggregate, covalently held together by a linkage, then the 
excitation can be localized in either of the moieties and undergo recurrence motion 
between them due to exchange interaction. This quantum mechanical non-stationary state 
cause the generation of “exciton” (60, 61). The concept of exciton is not new to the solid 
state physics and nanoscience field, where it is often described as quasi-particle of 
“electron–hole” pair held by Coulomb force (62-64). For van der Waals crystals, the 
spectral differences and similarities between individual molecules and corresponding 
crystalline states are well explained by the molecular exciton model (57). One striking 
application of this theory is its reasoning for dynamic behaviors undergoing in light-
harvesting complex of natural photosynthetic antenna systems (65). 
In total, there are three types of excitons (57, 66): (i) a Frenkel exciton is a strongly 
bound electron–hole pair with small radius (< 5 Å), located on the same molecule and 
moving around the molecular aggregate. It behaves much like a long-lived excited state 
of a molecule or an atom (63); (ii) a Wannier–Mott exciton is a weakly bound exciton 
with  large radius (larger than corresponding lattice constant). This type is most seen in 
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semiconductors and nanostructures; (iii) and the intermediate form is charge-transfer 
exciton encountered mostly in organic systems, with a radius slighter larger than the 
nearest –neighbor intermolecular distance. For the DNA molecular aggregates like the 
polyhomoadenine composed of several identical adenine monomers discussed in chapter 
5, the exciton states formed upon photoexcitation is generally treated as a Frenkel type, 
but latest theoretical calculation also suggests possible formation of charge-transfer 
excitons (67).  
1.4 DNA Structural Dynamics Studied by Laser induced 
Temperature Jump Method 
In addition to its influence on DNA electronic conduction properties, DNA structural 
dynamics are also critical for many biological functions. For instance, DNA folding and 
unfolding processes are fundamental dynamic processes that are involved in the 
formation of DNA secondary structural motifs. Moreover, to facilitate protein–DNA 
interactions that require recognition of specific site binding, favorable conformational 
rearrangements are frequently necessary (68). These dynamics are pivotal to gene 
expression, regulation, and other very important cellular activities and a clear 
understanding of the processes will be of biological significance. 
Temperature jump method (T–jump) has been a powerful tool to initiate a “heat jump” 
and displace chemical equilibria. The temporal evolution can be monitored afterwards 
and detailed kinetic information is thus extracted (69-71). This technique is especially 
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attractive due to its broad use in exploring conformational dynamics of biological 
macromolecules, such as protein (72-77) or DNA folding and unfolding (78-83), protein 
and DNA interactions (68, 84), and DNA and drug or other small molecule interactions 
(85-88). To induce the T–jump, mercury–xenon (85, 89) or deuterium lamps (83) can be 
used as the sources in some measurements; but typically, it is accomplished using pulsed 
lasers, which has striking advantage of triggering heat jump much faster than the caused 
conformation change of the biological system itself. Consequently, the dynamic 
processes can be detected in real time. The time resolution of T–jump has been developed 
from microsecond and longer time scale in the early times (76) to a significant 
improvement of up to a few picoseconds (82), the most recent achievement.  
Vibrational modes in the range of 1400 to 1800 cm-1 are very sensitive to structural 
fluctuation and base paring of DNA (90, 91). As a result, detection of the transient IR 
absorption changes in this region will disclose DNA vibrational dynamics and offer a 
wealth of structural information. Alternatively, measurements of the emission change 
induced by T–jump of covalently-coupled fluorescence probe in the DNA assemblies are 
also widely applied. Recently, Ma et al. studied DNA folding dynamics by a ultrafast T–
jump with time resolution of a few picoseconds (78); Ansari et al. used T–jump to 
investigate hairpin formation in 2-aminopurine (2AP)-contained single-stranded DNA 
(81). T–jump experiments prove to be very effective to investigate DNA conformational 
dynamics that span broad time scales. 
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1.5 Scope of the Dissertation 
    The dissertation presents systematic studies on probing the electronic properties of 
DNA on the ultrafast time scale. It is organized as the follows: first, the main 
experimental methodology of femtosecond broadband pump–probe spectroscopy applied 
to the research is introduced, wherein the core white light probe generation of the setup is 
emphasized and further expansion of the system is also discussed (Chapter 2). Chapters 3 
to 7 present representative studies tempting to highlight the key issues in DNA photonics 
research by comparisons of the few interplaying concepts as generalized in Scheme 1.1: 
(1) charge superexchange versus hopping mechanism; (2) charge transfer model 
emboldened with structural dynamics versus static D–B–A model; (3) electron transfer 
versus hole transfer; (4) energy transfer versus charge transfer; (5) excimer formation 
versus exciton states. Specifically, Chapter 3 tackles the complicated dynamics of 
stilbene modified DNA after photo excitation (92). Two types of synthetic stilbene DNA 
structures are used: the DNA “hairpin” structure with two ends are modified with 
electron donor and acceptor respectively; and the symmetric DNA “dumbbell” structure 
with the same stilbenediamide chromophores at both ends. For the former, by 
disentangling the various kinetic processes as hole injection, hole transfer and charge 
recombination involved via their signature spectroscopic “finger prints”, a mechanistic 
crossover from superexchange to hopping is directly observed. For the latter, 
surprisingly, excited state symmetry breaking leads to charge transfer instead of the 
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Scheme 1.1 Major topics in DNA photonics study covered in this dissertation. 
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pair separation between the two ends, a sharp contrast with its “hairpin” structure 
counterpart. Chapter 4 targets the influence of structural dynamics in the DNA charge 
transfer process. For the ethidium modified DNA assemblies where the chromophore is 
tightly inserted as a base pair surrogate (93) , charge transfer rates across more than one 
base pair are found to be several orders of magnitude smaller than that in the intercalated 
ethidium systems, implying the importance of nuclear motions and conformational 
flexibility. HT and ET are compared together and the results show they have some 
common dynamic behaviors. For instance, the gating effect turns out to be generic and 
applies to both reductive ET and oxidative HT. Chapter 5 focuses on understanding the 
electronic exciton formations. Natural DNA assemblies are employed to study what 
initial molecular processes occur after DNA is excited by UV light (94). These initial 
dynamics are particularly meaningful to understand the vulnerability of DNA to photo 
damage and subsequent mutations. The hypothesis of excitation delocalization is 
consolidated by studying a series of single-stranded and double-stranded DNA 
oligonucleotides. The presence of exciton states and their dynamic behaviors as well are 
traced both in time and in space. In Chapter 6, interesting competition between charge 
transfer and energy transfer occurs in 2-aminopurine containing trinucleotides (95). It 
shows energetics is a critical factor in determining the dominant dynamic processes. 
Chapter 7 introduces the initial attempt to design molecular systems that imitate the 
special π-stacked structure of DNA and investigate their photoinduced properties. The 
synthetic oligo(arylurea) molecules are discovered to demonstrate molecular-like 
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behavior. This observation sheds light on the potential impact on molecular electronics 
by mimicking characteristic DNA π–π coupling. Finally in Chapter 8, all the projects 
carried out are summarized and some new methodologies and applications for DNA 
photonics study are envisioned. 
    Much of the work described herein is a collaborative study involving multidisciplinary 
fields among different research groups. My projects largely focus on steady-state and 
femtosecond spectroscopic measurements and most of the samples are synthesized by our 
collaborators. Since the dissertation is supposed to be a summary mainly from the 
author’s own contributions, only those experimental measurements and data analysis 
conducted by me are thoroughly discussed, which are highlighted in italic and bold fonts 
as generalized in Scheme 1.2. Nevertheless, in order to keep the integrity of the narration, 
related information is also briefly mentioned or the readers are referred to the literatures 
listed at the end of the dissertation for more details.  
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Chapter 3 
• Sample Synthesis  
• Steady-state UV and Fluorescence 
      Measurement 
• Femtosecond Spectroscopy 
• Picosecond and Nanosecond 
      Spectroscopy 
     
Scheme 1.2 Main experimental work performed for the results described in Chapters 3 - 
7. Italic and bold fonts indicate contributions from the dissertation author. 
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(Chapter 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
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• Femtosecond Spectroscopy 
• Fluorescence Quenching Measurement 
• Fluorescence Lifetime Measurement 
Chapter 5 
• Steady-state UV,  CD and 
Fluorescence Measurement 
• Femtosecond Spectroscopy 
Chapter 6 
• Sample Synthesis  
• Steady-state UV, CD and Fluorescence 
Measurement 
• Femtosecond Spectroscopy 
Chapter 7 
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• Femtosecond Spectroscopy 
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2 Femtosecond Broadband Pump–Probe Spectroscopy 
2.1 Introduction 
Femtosecond broadband pump–probe spectroscopy is the main experimental 
methodology used in the dissertation. It is highly advantageous over conventional (two-
color) pump–probe technique in its capability to capture and resolve reactant, 
intermediate and product states simultaneously. In a typical broadband pump–probe 
experimental setup, white light spanning a wide spectral range is used as the probe 
instead of a single wavelength beam. Therefore, by measuring the pump–probe spectra as 
a function of time one not only obtains kinetic traces at multiple wavelengths but also the 
complex spectral evolution. Local and interchromophore transitions can be 
simultaneously detected and detailed information such as spectral intensities and shifts, 
line shape and band width changes can be readily detected and analyzed (96).  
Induced excited state absorption (ESA) peaks are typical signals appearing in 
broadband pump–probe spectra; but besides these, other contributions may also be 
observed depending on the spectral range of interest, such as stimulated emission from 
excited states and ground state bleaching. On the one hand, the transient signals with 
varied spectroscopic origins might mix together, complicate the spectra and add 
difficulties to the component assignments; on the other hand, however, they offer more 
comprehensive spectral information and thus reveal more detailed dynamic processes. 
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For instance, in Chapter 3, stimulated emission signals assist the determination of hole 
injection behavior, providing complementary information to the spectral assignments 
solely by ESA analysis. In many cases, as shown in Figure 2.1, stimulated emission from 
excited states and ground state bleaching can be accounted for by examining 
corresponding steady state fluorescence and absorption data, respectively. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1  Varied signal contributions to pump–probe spectra. The solid line represents 
the transient signals and the bands are shadowed. The dashed line and the dotted line 
represent steady-state absorption and fluorescence respectively.   
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2.2 Femtosecond Broadband Pump–Probe Spectroscopy  
2.2.1 Experimental Setup 
 
 
Figure 2.2  Schematic of the broadband pump–probe experimental setup. The output 
beam of a commercial pump laser is divided into two fractions by the beam splitter (BS). 
One is used for the NOPA to generate the pump pulses and the other is used to generate 
the white light continua for broadband probing. 
 
Figure 2.2 is a schematic representation of the femtosecond broadband pump–probe 
setup (96). The laser source is a commercial Titanium:Sapphire based pump laser (CPA–
2010, Clark–MXR) and provides a pulse train of  150 fs duration (full width at half 
maximum, FWHM) with energy of  1 mJ at 775 nm at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The 
output beam is divided into two fractions by the beam splitter (BS). The higher energy 
beam (250 μJ) feeds the a home-built non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) 
to generate the pump pulse while the lower energy beam (5 μJ) is used to generate the 
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white light (WL) for broadband probing. The output of the NOPA can be compressed to 
have pulse durations as short as ~30 fs (FWHM, assuming a Gaussian line shape). The 
typical spectrum is in the range of ~480–900 nm and the pulse can be used directly to 
pump the sample. If pump pulses deep in the UV range are desired, a 100 μm thick beta 
barium borate (BBO) crystal (type I phase matching) can be used for the optional 
frequency doubling the output of the NOPA to a range of ~240–450 nm. In real 
experiments, the created pump pulses are optimized by additional prism compressors (not 
shown in the scheme) to compensate for group velocity dispersion.  
    The changes in optical density were probed by a femtosecond white-light continuum 
(WLC) generated by tight focusing of a small fraction of the laser output into a 3 mm 
thick CaF2 plate. By this means, a usable probe source that covers the UV–VIS–NIR 
spectral range (from 240 to 1160 nm, see Section 2.2.2) can be achieved. The WLC is 
split into two beams (probe and reference) and focused into the sample using reflective 
optics. After passing through the sample, both probe and reference are spectrally 
dispersed by an imaging polychromator (TRIAX 180 from Jobin Yvon, or alternative 
Oriel spectrograph, Model 77400) and simultaneously detected on a CCD sensor 
(Hamamatsu S7031, 1044×128 pixels) cooled down to -20 ºC using a multi stage thermo-
electrical cooling system. The change in optical density is calculated using the standard 
formalism for pump–probe spectroscopy (96). Independent measurements of the chirp of 
the WLC were carried out to correct the pump–probe spectra for time-zero differences. 
The overall time resolution has been estimated to be 100–120 fs (FWHM, assuming a 
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Gaussian line shape) by the cross correlation function between pump and probe pulses 
and a spectral resolution of 7–10 nm is typically obtained.  
When a sample is illuminated by linearly polarized laser light, those molecules with 
absorption transition moments aligned parallel to the electric vector of the incident light 
are most likely excited and molecules with absorption transition moments aligned 
perpendicularly to the electric vector of the incident light are least likely excited. As a 
result, random rotation diffusion of the molecules in solution can generate artifacts to the 
transient absorption dynamics. With magic angle geometry ( 31arccos ≈54.7°) setup for 
the polarization of pump and probe pulses, contributions from the orientational relaxation 
can be avoid (97). The strategy of magic angle setup has also been applied in solid-state 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (98).  
Pump energy and pump spot size (~200–400 μm) were adjusted to minimize 
contributions from the solvent to the signal. A sample cell with 1.25 mm fused silica 
windows and a light path of 1 mm (Starna Cells, Inc) was used for all measurements. 
2.2.2 WLC Generation 
    One of the core parts of the system is white light generation. The white light is 
generated in the interior of the CaF2 disc where the fundamental 775 nm beam is most 
tightly focused. After that point a “white” beam is generated and propagates through the 
disc. It is well known white light continuum ranging from the infrared to the ultraviolet 
spectral region occurs when intense laser pulses interact with transparent media with 
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certain symmetry properties (99-101). The exact generation mechanism is still under 
debate but generally, several nonlinear processes such as self-phase modulation (SPM) 
(99),  optical “shock wave” formation (102-104), space-time focusing (105) and plasma 
generation by multiphoton ionization (106) are assumed to contribute to the phenomenon. 
Briefly, an input pulse with high intensity above the threshold for self-focusing induces 
the formation of an “optical shock wave” which interacts with low-density electron-hole 
plasma. Consequently, the complex interplay leads to a sharp steepening (and shortening) 
of the laser pulse in the time domain and thus to substantial broadening in the frequency 
domain (according to uncertainty principle).  
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Figure 2.3  Normalized white light spectra generated by pumping a transparent optical 
medium (CaF2) with a 150 fs laser pulse at 388 nm (solid line), 775 nm (dotted line) and 
1150 nm (dashed line), respectively. 
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    By controlling the wavelength of pump pulse for the white light, the spectral window 
can be adjusted in a very broad range. Figure 2.3 displays typical white light spectra 
generated by this setup. Note that probe region in the deep UV range of 250 nm–600 nm 
by pumping at 388 nm is very valuable for DNA measurement. As is known, DNA 
strongly absorbs around ~260 nm. Hence, employing this type of white light as probe 
pulse is expected to obtain ground bleaching information and provide extra dynamics 
details for these molecules.  
2.2.3 Data Analysis Programs 
    After chirp correction to compensate for the time vector shifting for single probe 
wavelength (96), the femtosecond transient data are analyzed by a self-written least-
squares-fitting program with Origin 7.0 software (OriginLab Corporation, U.S.A.). Each 
probe wavelength can be fitted by a sum of up to four exponentials, as had been 
introduced previously by our group (96, 97, 107, 108). Briefly, an instantly rising 
component ( )F tλ at a certain wavelength is numerically deconvoluted with an 
experimental response function ( )g t . ( )g t  is assumed to be a Gaussian function and can 
be expressed as: 
( ) 201 exp tg t τσπσ
⎡ ⎤−⎛ ⎞= −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
                                      (2.1) 
    ( )F tλ  is a sum of up to n exponentials (n=4 in this dissertation): 
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( ) (
1
exp
n
i
i i
tF t c tλ
τ )τ θ ττ=
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−− = −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦∑ −                               (2.2) 
    At probe wavelength λ, the resulting time-dependent signal ( )S tλ  is: 
( ) ( ) ( )tS t g F t dλ λτ τ τ
−∞
= −∫                                           (2.3) 
    The above equations can be solved and ( )S tλ can be rewritten as: 
( ) 2 20 0
1
1 11 exp
2 2
n
i
i i i
cS t erf t tλ
σ στ τ
4 iσ τ τ=
⎧ ⎫
τ
⎡ ⎤ ⎡⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪= − − − − − − −⎨ ⎬ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎜ ⎟ ⎜⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪ ⎥⎟⎣ ⎦ ⎣⎩ ⎭∑ ⎦           (2.4) 
In this equation, iτ  is decay time component and its corresponding amplitude is ci ; erf  
is the error function; 0τ  is the time shift used to determine the absolute time-zero; 
2 ln 2 1.6651FWHM FWHMτσ τ= = ( FWHMτ is the full width at half maximum of the 
experimental response). Based on the least squares fitting procedures of equation 2.4, the 
relative error for decay time component i τ  is evaluated to be less than 10 %, and less 
than 2 % for amplitude error (107). The self-written 4-exponential fitting function in 
Origin 7.0 software is listed as Appendix II at the end of the dissertation. 
In addition, a commercial software package from Surface Xplorer Pro (Ultrafast 
Systems, LLC) has also been applied as a complimentary method, which is able to 
perform both single wavelength fitting and global fitting (109-112) as well. 
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2.3 Expansion of the Setup for Probing in IR Spectral Range 
    As stated in Section 1.4, DNA vibration dynamics study requires the application of IR 
pulse as the probe and/or pump for a pump–probe methodology. Although the generated 
power might not be sufficiently high for T–jump initiation purpose, the current system 
can be utilized to implement UV-pump-IR-probe spectroscopic measurement with a 
straightforward extension. The fundamental arrangement of the setup, i.e. sequence of the 
laser pulses and the detection scheme will remain unchanged. The only components that 
need to be replaced are the probe light source, the spectrograph, and the CCD detection 
array: 
2.3.1 IR Probe Pulse Generation 
    A two stage optical parametric amplifier (OPA) can be constructed based on the 
similar technique for the current NOPA (96, 113). Inside the OPA a white-light 
continuum with a broad continuous spectrum from 450 to 1400 nm will be generated. 
The red portion of the white light (1.2 to 1.4 μm) will be focused into a BBO crystal 
(Type-I phase-matching) and overlapped with the delayed pump beam where the signal is 
amplified and the idler beam is generated. After separating signal and idler, the latter is 
delayed for optimal temporal overlap in the second OPA stage. Signal and idler are 
combined and collinearly focused into one AgGaS2-crystal (Type-I phase-matching). By 
difference frequency generation a probe wavelength between 2.7 and 12 μm can be 
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obtained. Pulse energies in the order of a few μJ should be obtainable with typical pulse 
durations of 100–150 fs. 
2.3.2 IR-suitable Spectrograph 
Probe and reference pulses will be derived using reflections from a BaF2 wedged plate, 
and focused into the sample with an off-axis parabolic mirror.  The probe and reference 
IR pulses are dispersed in a 300 mm focal length polychromator, equipped with 150 l/mm 
infrared optimized gratings. The spectral resolution has been estimated to be 
approximately 3 cm-1. 
2.3.3 IR Detection Array 
    The dispersed IR spectra (probe and reference) are recorded simultaneously for each 
shot using a liquid nitrogen-cooled 2 rows × 64 pixels HgCdTe detector array. 
Normalizing probe and reference signal on a single shot basis will secure high signal-to-
noise ratios.  
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3 Charge Transfer Dynamics in Synthetic DNA 
Hairpins and Dumbbells§ 
3.1 Introduction 
Ambiguous structure characterization had been one important source accounting for 
the inconsistent results and controversial debates in the early studies of photo induced 
charge transfer in DNA. To minimize the uncertainties, many groups have thus tried to 
design well-defined DNA structures modified by various types of chromophores (114-
117). Among them, the Lewis group at Northwestern University synthesized a series of 
stilbene derivative linked DNA hairpins whose structures were clearly specified. Their 
applications had allowed successful investigations on the distance dependence of charge 
transfer in DNA, disentangled complicated dynamic steps involved therein (118). Some 
other DNA assemblies that are being explored in collaboration with our group include: (i) 
pyrene derivative modified DNA hairpins with pyrene amine or pyrene amide as the 
charge donors and 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (BrdU) as the charge acceptors; (ii) N,N’–
                                                 
§ Adapted from: Lewis FD, Zhu HH, Daublain P, Fiebig T, Raytchev M, Wang Q, & 
Shafirovich V (2006) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 128, 791-800; Lewis FD, Daublain P, Zhang 
LG, Cohen B, Vura-Weis J, Wasielewski MR, Shafirovich V, Wang Q, Raytchev M, & 
Fiebig T (2008) J. Phys. Chem. B, 112, 3838-3843; and Wang Q & Fiebig T (2007) in 
Charge migration in DNA perspectives from physics, chemistry, and biology, ed. 
Chakraborty T (Springer, Berlin; New York), pp. 221-248. 
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dimethylpyromellitimide (DPI) derivative modified DNA hairpins with DPI derivative as 
the charge donor and pyrene amine as the charge acceptor.   
A collaborative research using stilbene modified DNA hairpins and dumbbells 
comprised of A•T base pairs is introduced in this chapter. Poly(dA):poly(dT) base pair 
domains (“A-tracts” ) are known to play important roles for the entire DNA strands to 
adopt B-type conformation (119). A-tracts-only DNA slightly deviate from standard B-
DNA structure with a smaller helical pitch of 34º, which are sometimes called “B’-
DNA”. They are generally more difficult to be unstacked than B-DNA composed of A•T 
and G•C base pair mixtures (120). Hence, the DNA hairpins and dumbbells used in this 
dissertation are capable of maintaining helical conformation even with just a few base 
pairs. In addition, these structures are further stabilized by stilbene derivative capping. 
Both molecular dynamics simulations and CD spectra provide evidence for the formation 
of B’ structure for these DNA assemblies. One type of them is even suggested to adopt a 
regular B-form structure based on X-ray measurement (121). To summarize, these well-
defined structures are especially valuable to minimize uncertainties in the assignment of 
distance-dependent DNA charge transfer dynamics.  
On the other hand, it is well established that A•T base pairs enable intermediate hole 
transfer in the absence of G•C base pairs, a phenomenon called “A-hopping” (122). It has 
been proposed to proceed even faster and more efficiently than G-hopping (45, 123). Due 
to the low oxidation potential of the G base, electron trapping can easily occur during its 
migration along the G•C bridge. In comparison, the A base has higher oxidation potential 
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and is relatively harder to be oxidized. Thus an A•T bridge shows rather shallow trapping 
of electrons. In this chapter, photo induced dynamics in synthetic stilbene DNA “hairpin” 
and “dumbbell” structures are investigated respectively and the results provide interesting 
comparisons. The DNA hairpins are composed of stilbenediamide (hole donor, Sd) and 
stibenediether chromophores (hole acceptor, Sa), separated by (A:T)n base pair domains 
(n=1–7).  The DNA dumbbells, on the other hand, are symmetric “A–B–A” type 
structures possessing the same stilbenediamide chromophores at both ends and are 
separated by a variable number of (A:T) base pairs. For the DNA hairpins, a mechanistic 
crossover from superexchange to hopping is directly observed. While for the DNA 
dumbbells, unexpected charge hopping, not the originally assumed energy delocalization 
actually occurs. 
3.2 Mechanistic Crossover in DNA Charge Transfer 
3.2.1 Spectral Fingerprint Assignments 
Figure 3.1 shows the chemical structures of stilbene derivatives Sd, Sa, reference dyad 
Sd–An and DNA hairpin Sd(AT)6 . In Figure 3.2, the structures of capped DNA hairpins 
are listed. Their stable folded conformation at room temperature had been previously 
confirmed (120, 124). Based on the small differences of their steady-state absorption 
spectra (92), it is possible to selectively excite Sd to its precursor state Sd* to simplify 
the femtosecond spectra. Assuming oxidation potential of 0.92 V (vs. saturated calomel 
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electrode (SCE)) for Sa, reduction potential of -1.91 V (vs. SCE) for Sd, and singlet 
energy of 3.35 eV for Sd*, the driving force ΔG for hole transfer has been determined to 
be -0.52 eV according to Weller’s equation (ΔG=Eox-Erdn-E00) (92, 125, 126). This rather 
large value indicates a favorable exergonic photoinduced hole transfer. In addition, the 
uncertainties of the donor acceptor distances are maximally eliminated by the well-
defined structures.  
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Figure 3.1  Stilbene derivatives Sd, Sa, Sd–An and reference DNA hairpin Sd(AT)6. 
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Figure 3.2  Capped DNA hairpins. 
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One striking advantage of the broadband femtosecond spectroscopy lies in its capacity 
to demonstrate characteristic absorption or emission bands of certain species (radical 
cations, radical anions, radical ion pairs, etc.) formed after photo excitation, which 
provides a convenient way to recognize and assign the undergoing dynamics.   
During a hopping process, two types of product radicals are generated. One of them, 
Sd•−, is generated with the same rate as the decay of the excited precursor state Sd*. The 
other species of Sa•+, however, is expected to appear after a delayed time since the hole 
has to travel through the intervening base pairs before it arrives at the acceptor site Sa. To 
calculate the hole transfer rates accurately, it is crucial that Sd*, Sa•+ and Sd•− have 
distinct spectroscopic fingerprints in order to be correctly assigned. In the following 
Scheme 3.1, characteristic spectroscopic transitions for the individual intermediate 
species are listed based on control measurements of free Sd and covalently linked 
electron donor and acceptor moieties to Sd and Sa (53, 55, 92):  
 
Sd* : Stimulated emission (380 nm), ESA (575 nm) 
Sd•− : ESA (575 nm + 525 nm shoulder) 
Sa•+ : ESA (525 nm) 
Definition of “charge arrival” dynamics:  SCA (t)= S525 (t) / S575 (t) 
The rise time of SCA (t) is the charge arrival time τCA. 
Scheme 3.1  Spectroscopic fingerprints of the hole transfer intermediates. 
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The 380-nm band is attributed to stimulated emission of Sd*. Besides, Sd* also has 
one strong excited state absorption band at 575 nm. Its radical cation form Sd•−  exhibits 
the same 575-nm band and one extra spectral shoulder around 525 nm as well. By 
comparison, the 575-nm excited state absorption band is absent in Sa•+ , which has only 
one band at 525 nm. This difference provides one convenient way to calculate the time it 
takes to complete charge separation, i.e. the arrival of the hole at the acceptor site from 
the donor site, which is indicated by the population of Sa•+. By examining the temporal 
evolution of SCA(t), the intensity ratio between the absorption signals at 525 nm and 575 
nm in the spectra,  a characteristic 1/e charge arrival time of τCA can be obtained. Note 
that ESA of Sa* also appears at 575 nm and may bring about difficulties in identifying 
other species sharing the same signature bands, but the spectra could be simplified by 
selective excitation at the red-edge of the steady-state absorption of the samples where Sd 
absorbs more strongly. 
3.2.2 Femtosecond Broadband Pump–Probe Spectroscopy  
Reference system 
Figure 3.3 illustrates the pump–probe spectra of free Sd, dyad Sd–An in methanol 
and the hairpin structure Sd(AT)6. Herein Sd–An is a reference molecule where hole 
transfer from Sd (donor) to An (aniline, acceptor) had been verified previously (53). 
Sd(AT)6 serves as a model to investigate whether there is hole injection into the A•T 
bridge even without the presence of hole acceptor Sa, and if so, what the hole injection 
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rate is. From the graphs, it is clear that free Sd has strong excited state absorption at 575 
nm but does not show any shoulder at 525 nm. In contrast, Sd–An exhibits such a 
shoulder, signaling the occurrence of hole transfer which turns Sd* singlet state into 
radical anion Sd•− and the other end of hole acceptor into An•+. Interestingly, the 525-nm 
band is not so obvious in Sd(AT)6 as in Sd–An but it is still detectable, confirming that 
hole injection into the A•T bridge indeed takes place even in the absence of a hole 
acceptor, An or Sa. The time constant for hole injection τHI can be calculated by 
analyzing the temporal evolution of the intensity ratio between the absorption bands at 
525 nm and at 575 nm (see Scheme 3.1), as stated above, or can be estimated from the 
lifetime of the quenched Sd* in Sd(AT)6 and the lifetime of the unquenched Sd* in 
methanol (n=6 in this case): 
( )
1
11
−
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=
SdnATSd
HI τττ                                     (3.1) 
Both give similar values on the several tens of ps time scale. 
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Figure 3.3  Temporal evolution of the pump–probe spectra of Sd, Sd–An (in methanol) 
and Sd(AT)6 (in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer solution, containing 0.1 M NaCl, pH= 
7.2) in the time range of -0.1 ps to 150 ps after excitation at 333 nm. Early spectra are 
shown in blue/green colors and late spectra in orange/red colors. 
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Sample system 
 
 
 Figure 3.4  Temporal evolution of the pump–probe spectra of Sd(AT)1Sa, Sd(AT)2Sa, 
Sd(AT)3Sa, and  Sd(AT)4Sa (all samples are in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer solution, 
containing 0.1 M NaCl, pH= 7.2) in the time range of -0.1 ps to 150 ps after UV pulse 
excitation. Early spectra are shown in blue/green colors and late spectra in orange/red 
colors. 
 
The pump–probe spectra of the four shortest hairpin conjugates, Sd(AT)1Sa, 
Sd(AT)2Sa, Sd(AT)3Sa, and Sd(AT)4Sa within the first 150 ps after excitation are shown 
in Figure 3.4. The differences in the evolution of the spectra are obvious even before 
quantitative analyses. Although initially the Sd* band at 575 nm appears in all of the four 
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samples, the subsequent formation of the 525 nm Sa•+  band that indicates the completion 
of charge arrival demonstrates pronounced distance dependence dynamics. In the 
following section, various dynamics steps involved are explained in details.  
3.2.3 Disentangling Various Dynamic Processes 
Hole injection   
According to Scheme 3.1, the decay of the 380 nm stimulated emission signals the hole 
injection from the hole donor Sd* to the neighboring base A in the DNA bridge (in a 
hopping mechanism) or to the hole acceptor at the other end directly (in a superexchange 
mechanism). In the case of Sd(AT)1Sa, the lifetime of the initially excited state is 2.2 ps. 
While for the rest of Sd(AT)2Sa, Sd(AT)3Sa, and Sd(AT)4Sa, the initially excited state 
decays with similar longer time scale of several tens of ps (Table 3.1). This matches the 
23-ps component that accounts for hole injection time to A•T bridge of the reference 
molecule Sd(AT)6, where the hole acceptor Sa is absent.   
Hole Transport and Charge Separation 
The time required for charge separation can be estimated form the rise of 525/575 nm 
band intensity ratio. For Sd(AT)1Sa, the rise time of the Sa•+  signal of 1.7 ps agrees well 
with  the hole injection time of 2.2 ps. Moreover, the ~2-ps component is significantly 
faster than the time necessary for hole injection to the DNA bridge (~23 ps),  indicating 
that a superexchange dynamic step occurs in this molecule. For Sd(AT)3Sa and 
Sd(AT)4Sa, however, the complete charge separation takes exponentially increasing time 
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as a function of hole donor and acceptor distance (Table 3.1). This implies that after the 
hole injects to the A base, it transports along DNA bridge step by step, i.e. a hopping 
process. By comparison, the dynamics undergoing in Sd(AT)2Sa is more complicated. 
On one hand, the hole injection time (25 ps) and the hole arrival time (36 ps) are similar, 
characteristic of superexchange mechanism. On the other hand, it is the same time scale 
for the hole injection to the DNA bridge (23 ps). Thus, one can argue a two-step hopping 
mechanism as well by proposing a rate determining, slower hole injection followed by a 
very fast hole trapping. Therefore, two DNA base pairs between the hole donor and 
acceptor can be tentatively considered as the intermediate distance, a turning point for the 
hole transfer mechanism crossover from superexchange to hopping.  
 
 
DNA Hairpins 
 
Hole Injection 
Time (ps) 
 
Hole Arrival 
Time (ps) 
 
Charge 
Recombination Time 
(ns) 
 
Sd(AT)6 
 
23   
Sd(AT)1Sa 2.2 1.7 0.4 
Sd(AT)2Sa 25 36 8.3 
Sd(AT)3Sa 53 290 230 
Sd(AT)4Sa 
 
77 
 
1000 
 
8300 
 
 
Table 3.1  Summary of the characteristic time constants in Sd(AT)1Sa, Sd(AT)2Sa, 
Sd(AT)3Sa, Sd(AT)4Sa, and the reference Sd(AT)6. 
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Charge Recombination 
The charge separated states caused by hole arrival exist for certain lifetimes, and then 
the charge recombines and the system returns to the ground states.  The average of the 
525 and 575 nm transient decays provide the time components for charge recombination. 
These are relatively long and have to be determined in combination with nanosecond 
transient absorption spectroscopy (92).  
By employing the spectroscopic fingerprint as listed in Scheme 3.1, the complicated 
dynamics steps in these DNA hairpins are disentangled. Note that hopping mechanism is 
adopted by hairpins possessing 3 or more base pairs between the charge donor and 
acceptor, or it may occur at even shorter distance according to followed-up studies (127). 
During the process, hole transport is expected to proceed against a Coulomb energy 
gradient (128). With the increase of the separation distance between the two ends of the 
hairpins, the Coulomb stabilization on contact ion pair Sd•−–Α•+ decreases, which leads to 
the energy rise of the bridge-oxidized state (127). Consequently, the hole transport rate 
and efficiency is reduced (127, 129). 
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3.2.4 Mechanistic Crossover from Superexchange to Hopping 
Sd •+•−-A-Sa
Sd-A-Sa
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Sd -A-Sa* Hole injection
Charge recombination
Sd•− •+-AA A-Sa
Sd-AAA-Sa
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Sd -AAA-Sa*
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Sd •+•−-AAA-SaHole migration
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Sd•− •+-AAA -Sa
Sd•− •+-A AA-Sa
 
Figure 3.5  Superexchange (a) and hopping (b). 
 
 
To summarize, the various dynamic steps can be illustrated by Figure 3.5, whereas the 
superexchange is clearly observed in Sd(AT)1Sa, hopping mechanism is adopted by 
DNA hairpins with longer hole donor–acceptor distance as represented by Sd(AT)3Sa 
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(Figure 3.5 (b)). A mechanistic crossover occurs in Sd(AT)2Sa, where the hole donor and 
acceptor are separated by an intermediate distance of  2 A•T base pairs.  
3.3 Excited State Symmetry Breaking in DNA Dumbbells  
3.3.1 DNA Dumbbell Structures 
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Figure 3.6  DNA dumbbell structures of Sd(AT)nSd (n=1, 2...5) 
 
    As introduced in the above section, one important factor enabling the hole transfer 
along the DNA hairpins is the large driving force of -0.52 eV for the Sd–bridge–Sa 
system. If, however, the hole acceptor Sa site is replaced by the same hole donor Sd at 
the other end, one probably would not expect an occurrence of charge transfer due to 
unfavorable energetics. Indeed, the symmetric DNA dumbbells displayed in Figure 3.6 
were originally employed to investigate whether there would be energy delocalization 
between the cofacial Sd chromophores upon photo excitation, without expectation for the 
presence of charge transfer. The assumption of excitation delocalization is plausible 
because the weak exciton coupling between Sd in the dumbbell conjugates has been 
observed by CD spectra (120, 130).  While in this section, femtosecond spectroscopy and 
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other related experiments clearly demonstrate that symmetry breaking takes place in the 
electronically excited DNA dumbbells, leading to hole hopping dynamics composed of 
multiple steps of hole injection, hole transport, hole arrival and charge recombination. 
Unlike hole transfer in corresponding DNA hairpins, no superexchange is observed even 
at the shortest distance. 
3.3.2 Excited State Symmetry Breaking 
In highly polar solvent, symmetric bichromophoric molecules (“M–M”) which show 
strong through-bond coupling between the chromophores can undergo excited state 
symmetry breaking (131-133). The result is that locally excited state “M*–M” turns into 
charge separated state of “M•+–M•−”. Similar phenomena have also been seen for 
conformationally mobile molecules (134) and cofacial geometric dimers or aggregates 
(135). For a symmetric “M–B–M” molecular systems, however, only a few observations 
on bridge-mediated symmetry breaking have been recently reported (136, 137).  
For the DNA dumbbells of Sd(AT)nSd shown in Figure 3.6, Weller’s equation predicts 
a driving force of  +0.15 eV (138, 139), which is energetically unfavorable for a 
formation of charge separated state of Sd•+(AT)nSd•−. Nonetheless, strong solvation of 
water may reduce the value of free energy change; moreover, the π–π stacking between 
Sd•+ and adjacent A:T base pair helps stabilize the charge separation (140, 141). 
Therefore, the symmetry breaking process could be close to isoergonic and tend to occur.    
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Figure 3.7  Temporal evolution of the pump–probe spectra of Sd(AT)1Sd, Sd(AT)2Sd 
and  Sd(AT)3Sd (10 mM sodium phosphate buffer solution, containing 0.1 M NaCl, pH= 
7.2) in the time range of -0.5 ps to 1900 ps after excitation at 333 nm. Early spectra are 
shown in blue/green colors and late spectra in orange/red colors. 
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The assumption is cemented by the transient experiments. Charge transfer processes 
caused by bridge-mediated symmetry breaking in these DNA dumbbells are indeed 
observed. Figure 3.7 shows the representative femtosecond pump–probe spectra of 
Sd(AT)1Sd, Sd(AT)2Sd and Sd(AT)3Sd within 2 ns. Compared with the spectra of the 
hairpin systems of Sd(AT)nSa (Figure 3.4), a new band of 505 nm appears in addition to 
the 380 nm and 575 nm bands which can be assigned according to Scheme 3.1. The 505-
nm band is attributed to the transient absorption of Sd•+ based on its spectroscopic 
similarity to other stilbene radical cations (129, 142) and this is supported by theoretical 
calculations (139). Accordingly, the approach of 505/575 nm band intensity ratio to its 
maximum value indicates the hole arrival time.  
    Likewise, the same methodology of recognizing intermediate species by their 
spectroscopic signatures in Section 3.2 is applied to disentangle the complicated hole 
injection, hole transport, hole trapping and charge recombination steps.   
3.3.3 Comparison with DNA Hairpins  
    The following observations of the dynamic behaviors of DNA dumbbells are 
especially noteworthy compared with those of their hairpin counterparts:  
    (1)  Similar hole injection, hole transport and hole trapping dynamic steps as those 
appear in DNA hairs are also recognized in the dumbbells. Unlike the former, however, 
no mechanic crossover from superexchange to hopping mechanism with the bridge 
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extension is detected. Multistep hole hopping mechanism is adopted even if there is only 
one base pair between the donor and the acceptor.   
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Figure 3.8  Distance dependences of the hole injection and hole arrival steps for DNA 
hairpins and dumbbells.  
     
    The plot in Figure 3.8 compares distance dependence of hole injection and hole arrival 
steps for the two types of DNA systems up to 4-base-pair separation. In DNA hairpins 
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Sd(AT)nSa, when n = 1, hole injection rate is about the same as hole arrival time, as fast 
as ~2 ps, consistent with a superexchange mechanism. When n = 2, both rates are still at 
the same level of ~30 ps but are much slower than that observed for Sd(AT)1Sa. 
Actually, the rate in this case is in good agreement with the verified hole injection step in 
reference hairpin Sd(AT)6. At longer distance over 3 base pairs, hole injection rate does 
not vary much but hole arrival time starts to drop significantly, characteristic of hopping 
steps. Therefore, n = 2 is considered to be the turning point where a mechanistic 
crossover from superexchange to hopping occurs. By contrast, for DNA dumbbells 
Sd(AT)nSd, the hole injection rate (~30–40 ps, similar to that of Sd(AT)6) is always 
faster than hole arrival time. The longer the distance, the larger the difference. This is 
indicative of a hopping mechanism, even at short distance. The absence of superexchange 
mechanism in dumbbells is related to their much smaller driving force difference as 
opposed to that of the hairpin systems. 
    Note that the hole arrival rate is remarkably faster in DNA hairpins than that in the 
corresponding dumbbells, especially at shorter distance, reflecting that deeper Sa hole in 
the former system is capable of faster hole trapping. However, for hopping processes in 
both systems, the hole injection rate is virtually distance independent, as it involves only 
the interface between the hole donor Sd and the adjacent adenine base, forming a 
“contact ion pair”. This indicates that the initially injected hole is not delocalized over 
more than one adjacent adenine in the bridge.  
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    (2)  In DNA hairpins, the charge separated states decay via charge recombination to 
the ground state; whereas for the dumbbells charge recombines by reversing the charge 
separation process through hole detrapping followed by hole transport, charge return and 
regenerating the fluorescent locally excited state of Sd*(AT)nSd, a scenario very 
common for singlet contact radical ion pairs and D–B–A charge separated states (143-
145). In DNA hairpins, the charge recombination is pronouncedly distance-dependent 
and charge-separated states could live very long, e.g. with a distance of 4-base-pair 
separation from the donor and acceptor, Sd•+(AT)4Sa•− has a lifetime ca. 8300 ns (Table 
3.1). While for the dumbbell systems, the hole trap is not so deep and the trapping 
process is highly reversible. Hence, the charge recombination via bridge-mediated 
thermal hole trapping occurs relatively rapidly, on similar 2–10 ns time scale for all the 5 
dumbbell systems shown in Figure 3.6 (139), and no significant distance-dependence is 
present.  
Herein, the dynamic behavior comparisons between DNA hairpins and dumbbells 
highlight a few essential topics frequently encountered in DNA photonics research: 
energy transfer vs. charge transfer, superexchange vs. hopping mechanism, etc. The fact 
that charge transfer is preferable to electronic excitation delocalization in the dumbbell 
systems is interesting enough; and adoption of a hopping rather than a superexchange 
mechanism for the charge transfer processes, even at short distance, further draws the 
sharp contrast between the two types of DNA systems and underscores the structural 
factor in DNA charge transfer dynamics. 
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4 Base Pair Motions Control the DNA Charge 
Transfer Rates and Distance Dependence§ 
4.1 Introduction  
       A pioneer paper in 1999 by Wan et al. at Caltech reported the first time-resolved 
measurements on a DNA-intercalated chromophore that served as a hole donor after 
photoexcitation (21). As demonstrated by the result, structural dynamics play important 
roles in DNA charge transfer. Hence, the previous static “donor–bridge–acceptor” 
kinetics model needs to incorporate a structural dynamics factor to provide a 
comprehensive description of DNA conduction properties. DNA is known as a dynamic 
medium whose internal dynamics span a broad time scale from as short as 10-13  seconds 
to as long as 102 seconds (22, 23). Therefore, the study of charge transfer phenomena in 
DNA must include consideration of conformational dynamics (21, 28-30, 146-149).   
    One concern for the ethidium (E)-bound DNA assemblies used in the measurement by 
Wan et al. (21) lies in the possible conformational inhomogeneity caused by the 
covalently connected while loose link of ethidium to DNA backbone. In this dissertation, 
a different set of DNA assemblies are used for comparison. Figure 4.1 reveals the  
                                                 
§ Adapted from: Valis L, Wang Q, Raytchev M, Buchvarov I, Wagenknecht HA, & 
Fiebig T (2006) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A. 103, 10192-10195 and Wang Q & Fiebig 
T (2007) in Charge migration in DNA perspectives from physics, chemistry, and biology, 
ed. Chakraborty T (Springer, Berlin; New York), pp. 221-248. 
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structural distinctions between the present “surrogate system” (93) and the “Caltech 
system” synthesized by Barton and coworkers (150): (i) in both systems, ethidium is 
covalently linked to the DNA sequence; however, in the Caltech system, ethidium is 
attached to the 5’ terminal hydroxyl group of one of the DNA strands. The alkyl chain is 
very flexible, and thus ethidium is intercalated in the DNA base stacks without strong 
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Figure 4.1  Comparison of two ethidium-linker systems: ethidium base pair surrogate 
(“surrogate system”) (93) and the long, flexible intercalator system studied at Caltech 
(“Caltech system”) (150). 
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restraint of orientational motion, although the intercalation is site-specific (21, 151). In 
the present  
surrogate system, ethidium is tightly inserted (not intercalated) as a base pair analog into 
the base stack, manifesting itself as part of the backbone. An acyclic linker system which 
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Figure 4.2  Ethidium modified DNA assemblies. N and Z serve as electron and hole 
acceptor, respectively. 
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is tethered to the N-5 position of the phenanthridinium heterocycle superseded the sugar 
moiety of natural nucleosides (152, 153). As a result, the structure is considerably rigid  
 and the ethidium chromophore lacks conformational freedom as that in the Caltech 
system, (ii) in the present system, there is an abasic site analog (S) opposite to ethidium at 
the counter strand of DNA, which is absent in the structure of the Caltech system. The 
base analog allows ethidium to be inserted into the stack without structural distortions, 
unlike the Caltech system where the base stack has to be locally unwound to 
accommodate the ethidium intercalator.  
Figure 4.2 illustrates the ethidium modified DNA duplexes used in this work.  They are 
designed to compare three different situations as related to charge transfer:   
Absence of charge transfer: DNA1 – DNA3 represent redox inert E/G systems where 
no charge transfer takes place between ethidium and DNA base guanine. E has oxidation 
potential:  E(E+*/E ) ≅ 1.2 V (154) and reduction potential: E (E2+/E+*) ≅ -0.5 V (155) 
versus normal hydrogen electrode (NHE). Hence, it does not undergo charge transfer 
with any of natural DNA bases (see the oxidation and reduction potentials of DNA bases 
listed in Table 4.1, assuming that the oxidation potential trend of E<G<A<C<T is 
maintained in the synthesized DNA duplexes). The E/G system therefore act as good 
references to compare with hole transfer or electron transfer systems.   
Oxidative hole transfer:  DNA7 – DNA9, the E/Z systems, undergo hole transfer upon 
photo excitation. It is well established that DNA base analog 7-deazaguanine (Z) is a 
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stronger electron hole acceptor than G and has been broadly used for hole transfer studies 
(21, 150, 151, 153, 156).  
Reductive electron transfer: DNA4 – DNA6 (E/N systems) on the other hand represent 
the reduction electron transfer situation with 5-nitroindole (N) used as the electron 
acceptor based on its suitable reduction potential (E(N/N•-) = -0.3 V (157). Note that C is 
chosen as the counter base of both Z and N because Z preferentially pairs with C while N 
is a universal base analog without any discriminated pairing selection.  
 
DNA Base or Analogs 
 
Oxidation Potential  
(vs. NHE) 
 
 
Reduction Potential 
(vs. NHE) 
 
 
G (guanine) 
 
1.3 V (158) 
 
-2.76 V (159) 
A (adenine) 1.4 V (158) -2.45 V (159) 
C (cytosine) 1.9 (118) or 1.6 V (158) -1.2 V (160) or -2.23 V (159) 
U (uracil)  -2.04 V (159) 
T (thymine) 1.9 (118) or 1.7 V (158) -1.2 V (160) or -2.14 V (159) 
Z (7-deazaguanine) 1.0 V (154)   
N (5-nitroindole)  -0.32 (157)  
I (inosine) 1.4 V (118) or 1.5 V (20)   
Ap (2-aminopurine) 
 
1.34 V (161) -2.24 V (20) 
 
 
Table 4.1  Some oxidation potential or reduction potentials for natural nucleobases and 
analogs. 
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In general, much fewer measurements on reductive electron transfer in DNA have been 
performed compared with those wide and detailed investigations on oxidative hole 
transfer phenomena. This is true especially for ethidium-modified DNA, which have been 
mostly used in oxidative hole transfer studies because of the favorable reduction potential 
of ethidium. DNA conjugates where ethidium serves as electron donor had not been 
previously reported. The ethidium-modified DNA assemblies in this work make it 
possible to make a direct and comprehensive comparison between both types of charge 
transfer with similar driving force ca. 0.2 eV.   
4.2 Charge Transfer Rates and Distance Dependence 
4.2.1 Control Measurement of Ethidium Molecule 
    Both steady-state and transient absorption spectra of ethidium in water have been 
measured as control experiments. The UV–VIS absorption spectrum was obtained using 
an Agilent 8453 UV/VIS spectrometer. Fluorescence spectrum was collected with a 
Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer (Jobin–Yvon) and corrected for Raman emission from 
blank water solution (Figure 4.3). The emission band is at 630 nm. Similar bands appear 
in all the fluorescence spectra of DNA1–9 (93), confirming ethidium is the chromophore 
accounting for the fluorescence observed.  
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The excited-state lifetime of ethidium depends on surrounding solvent and could vary 
in a wide range, e.g. 2–25 ns (162). Ultrafast measurements indicate that ethidium in 
water also exhibits a fast component on several ps, i.e. 1–10 ps time scale (151) in 
addition to the ns time scale component dependent on the probe wavelength. The results 
are in agreement with our femtosecond pump–probe experiment, as shown by the spectra 
in Figure 4.4, and extracted global fitting time components in Figure 4.5 through the 
commercial software package Surface Xplorer Pro (Ultrafast Systems, LLC). The fitting 
wavelength range is selected from 330 to 500 nm where major dynamic changes occur. 
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Figure 4.3  Normalized UV-VIS spectrum and fluorescence spectrum of ethidium in H2O 
excited at 512 nm. 
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The fast component may reflect solvation dynamics typical for molecules with dipoles in 
polar solvent, or could be related to the phenyl-group rotation of ethidium (163). 
 
 
Figure 4.4  Temporal evolution of the pump–probe spectra of ethidium in buffer (10 mM 
sodium phosphate, 250 mM sodium chloride at pH 7.0.) in the time range of 20 ps to 400 
ps after excitation at 520 nm. Early spectra are shown in blue/green colors and late 
spectra in orange/red colors. 
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Figure 4.5 Preexponential coefficient spectra of ethidium obtained from global fit 
analysis. Three time components: two fast ones within 1–10 ps and a slower one of 1.5 ns 
are observed. 
 
4.2.2 Femtosecond Pump–Probe Spectra of DNA Assemblies 
    DNA samples are freshly hybridized prior to every pump–probe measurement and 
fluorescence experiment. Suitable equimolar amounts of desired DNA complements in 
the form of lyophilized powders (synthesized in the Wagenknecht group (93, 114, 152)) 
are first dissolved in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer with 250 mM sodium chloride at 
pH 7.0. After that, the DNA duplexes are formed via annealing process where the 
solutions are heated to 80 °C and kept at this temperature for 10 minutes, followed by 
slow cooling to room temperature over 3–4 hours. All pump–probe experiments were 
conducted at 22 ºC and the sample concentrations were adjusted to have similar optical 
densities of ca. 0.4 at 530 nm (~70 µM). 
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Time-resolved Spectra with D/A Separated by One Base Pair 
 
Figure 4.6  Temporal evolution of the pump–probe spectra of DNA4, DNA7 and DNA1 
in the time range of 20 ps to 400 ps after excitation at 520 nm. Early spectra are shown in 
blue/green colors and late spectra in orange/red colors. 
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Figure 4.7  Preexponential coefficient spectra of DNA4, DNA7 and DNA1 obtained 
from global fit analysis. 
    
Figure 4.6 illustrates the femtosecond pump–probe spectra of DNA4, DNA7 and 
reference DNA1 where N/Z/G is separated from ethidium by a single base pair. The 
spectra shape bears much resemblance with the spectra of ethidium (Figure 4.4). 
However, within the same time range, the DNA assemblies demonstrate significantly 
slower dynamics, especially in the wavelength range of 330 – 500 nm. 
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    Global fitting results (Figure 4.7) reveal that DNA4 and DNA7 have short time 
components of ~60 ps and ~150 ps, respectively, while DNA1 has no remarkably short 
time components as these. All the long ns time components are beyond the time window 
and can not be determined accurately. Note that the amplitudes of the ps time 
components are relatively small. For instance, at 400 nm, the amplitude of the ~60 ps 
component for DNA4, which is attributed to the rapid reductive ET, only accounts for 
22%. For DNA7 which undergoes oxidative HT, the amplitude of the 150 ps time 
component was found to be 27%. The relatively small amplitudes reflect the fractions of 
reactive molecules with favorable, well stacked structures, already present in the ground 
state (21).  
Time-resolved Spectra with D/A Separated by More than One Base Pair 
Figure 4.8 displays the spectra of DNA assemblies DNA6, DNA9 and DNA3 where 
N/Z/G is separated from ethidium by three base pairs. No ultrafast dynamics on the 
femtosecond or picosecond time scale are detected in the pump–probe spectra, evidenced 
by the negligible spectra changes of the samples within the same time range of 20 to 400 
ps as in Figure 4.7.  Similar observation is obtained for DNA5, DNA8 and DNA2 where 
the intervening base pairs between N/Z/G and ethidium are two. 
    The lack of short-time decays in DNA conjugates where charge donor and acceptor are 
separated by more than one base pair, however, does not necessarily equate to the 
absence of charge transfer. It is possible that the dynamic process occurs on a longer time 
scale beyond the 2-ns time window of the femtosecond experimental set up. Hence, 
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further fluorescence lifetime measurements expanding to a broader several 100 
nanoseconds were performed to clarify this issue. 
 
  Figure 4.8  Temporal evolution of the pump–probe spectra of DNA6, DNA9 and DNA3 
in the time range of 20 ps to 400 ps after excitation at 520 nm. Early spectra are shown in 
blue/green colors and late spectra in orange/red colors.  
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4.2.3 Fluorescence Quenching Measurements 
Indeed, fluorescence quenching experiments indicate the charge transfer processes also 
occurs in DNA5, DNA6 and DNA8, DNA9 where N/Z and ethidium are separated by 
more than one base pair.  
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Figure 4.9  Steady state fluorescence quenching efficiencies for DNA4–DNA6 (filled 
circles) and DNA7–DNA9 (filled squares).   
 
 
    Steady-state fluorescence spectra of all the samples DNA1–DNA9 (12.5 µM, in the 
same sodium phosphate buffer as that for the pump–probe measurements) were measured 
by Fluoromax–3 fluorimeter (Jobin Yvon) with excitation wavelength of 530 nm at 20 °C 
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(93). Figure 4.9 shows the fluorescence quenching efficiency (Fq) obtained. The 
definition is as the following: 
G
ZN,1
I
I
Fq −=                                                          (4.1) 
where I N, Z represents steady-state fluorescence intensity of  E/N systems (DNA4 – 
DNA6 ) or E/Z systems (DNA7 – DNA9) while I G is that of corresponding E/G systems 
(DNA1 – DNA3). Clearly, considerable fluorescence quenching is still perceivable even 
when the distance between N/Z and ethidium is as far as three base pairs. 
4.2.4 Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements 
    To quantify the charge transfer rates on the nanosecond or even longer time scale that 
can not be determined precisely by femtosecond pump–probe spectra, fluorescence 
lifetime measurements based on the phase-modulation technique were performed by a 
Fluorolog Tau-3 Lifetime System (Jobin Yvon) (excitation at 512 nm, emission: >550nm, 
at room temperature).  
Lifetime measurement in the frequency domain as a simple, inexpensive method 
complimentary to time domain measurements has been developed for many years (164). 
This methodology is more accurate for molecules that show only one exponential 
component. In this experiment, all the DNA duplexes sample concentrations were 
adjusted to be smaller than 0.1 O.D. at the excitation wavelength of 512 nm in cuvettes 
with optical path length of 1 cm. Ludox® (Sigma) is colloidal silica in suspension, 
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scattering well at excitation over 340 nm, and is thus used as the light scattering standard 
for the DNA samples (considered a lifetime of zero). Scanning radio frequency (RF) is 
generally within the region of 1–100 MHz. For most samples, a 3-50 MHz range and 14 
or more frequencies evenly spaced on a logarithmic scale were collected and gave 
satisfactory results. The sample signal levels were optimized by adjusting various 
parameters like emission slits, excitation entrance, iris aperture, photomultiplier tube 
(PMT) detector voltage, etc. In general, the direct current (DC) signal intensity of the 
standard and the samples was balanced to be within 10–15% of each other, and the 
alternating current (AC) and DC signal levels were always kept within 1–5 V. Every data 
point was recorded after being averaged a minimum of 3 times to obtain a standard 
deviation smaller than 0.5%, but in any case the average times do not exceed 5 times. For 
each sample, at least two individual scans were performed and averaged as the final 
results. The obtained data were then fitted with one built-in program of Lifetime Model, 
which utilizes a self-defined statistic parameter of χ2 to evaluate the fitting quality. A 
reduced χ2 ~1 with the residuals scattered around zero indicates a good fitting. But note 
that χ2 just offers relatively arbitrary criteria and should not be over read. One also needs 
to use other related parameters to judge whether the fitting is acceptable. The results for 
DNA1–3 are shown in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10  Representative fluorescence lifetime measurements for DNA1–3. Phase 
angle and modulation change as a function of frequency variation are illustrated by filled 
circles and squares, respectively. 
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The fluorescence lifetimes were not purely monoexponential. There were one major 
lifetime component (85–90% amplitude) which varied between 14 and 19 ns and a minor 
component between 2–4 ns as well, similar to the observations in the Caltech systems 
(21). Hence, the mean fluorescence lifetime was calculated as the amplitude-weighted 
average of the two decay components. By this means, the time scale for charge transfer 
across multiple base pairs was specified with reasonable precision. The charge transfer 
rates (kCT) of the redox active duplexes DNA5, DNA6, and DNA8, DNA9 (τ N ,Z) were 
calculated based on the following equation, using corresponding E/G systems DNA2, 
DNA3 (τ G ) as the reference:  
 
GZN
k ττ
11
CT −=
,
                                                        (4.2) 
The fluorescence lifetime data are summarized in Table 4.2. The decay profiles were 
analyzed using two exponential lifetimes (τ1, τ2). A mean fluorescence lifetime τ has 
been determined for all conjugates (except for DNA4 and DNA7, whose values were 
extracted from pump–probe measurements): τ = A1τ1 + A2τ2. Each sample has been 
measured at least twice to calculate the averaged value. 
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  τ1 (ns) A1  τ2 (ns) A2  τ (ns) 
                  
         
DNA1  18.7 87%  2.1 13%  16.6 
DNA2  17.4 88%  2.3 12%  15.5 
DNA3  18.4 89%  3.6 11%  16.7 
DNA4  12.1 78% *  0.05 * 22% *   
DNA5  14.1 89%  1.9 11%  12.8 
DNA6  17.5 88%  2.3 12%  15.7 
DNA7  13.4 73% *  0.15 * 27% *   
DNA8  16.3 87%  2.7 13%  14.5 
DNA9  18.7 83%  4.6 17%  16.3 
                  
         
* determined from fs-broadband pump–probe spectroscopy    
 
Table 4.2  Fluorescence lifetimes of DNA1–9. 
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4.2.5 Distance Dependencies of DNA Charge Transfer 
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Figure 4.11  Rates of electron transfer (ET, filled circles) in DNA4–DNA6 and hole 
transfer (HT, filled squares) in DNA7–DNA9 compared to the dual hole transfer rates 
observed in the Caltech systems (filled up and down triangles, taken from ref. (21) ).  
 
 
The distance dependencies of both reductive ET and oxidative HT are demonstrated in 
Figure 4.11. In addition, the HT rates of the Caltech systems (two rates for each DNA 
duplex obtained) are also plotted together for comparison. The following observations are 
striking: 
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(i) In the present surrogate system, the charge transfer rates for the donor/acceptor 
distance larger than one base pair drop significantly – several orders of 
magnitude smaller. Note that the findings are true for both reductive ET and 
oxidative HT; 
(ii)  By contrast, both the fast and the slow HT rates in the Caltech systems are 
independent of charge donor/acceptor distance, although charge transfer 
efficiency drops;  
(iii) Across a single base pair, the rates for HT and ET in the surrogate system are 
comparable to those of the Caltech systems, but the HT rates differ by 4–5 
orders of magnitude for distances of two and three base pairs. 
(iv) The similarities shared by HT and ET imply that paradigm for the more 
thoroughly studied HT mechanism should apply to ET as well. A latest study 
on DNA duplexes modified by a tethered Ir intercalator also observed similar 
characteristics of the two dynamic processes (56).   
4.3 DNA Conformation Dynamics and Base Pair Motions 
The distance dependencies of both reductive and oxidative DNA charge transfer rates 
should be interpreted with consideration of base pair motions. For the intercalated 
ethidium duplexes (21) and the conformationally more rigid surrogate systems, the 
“superexchange” and indirect “hopping” mechanisms introduced in Chapter 1 would be 
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too simplistic to explain their observed dynamic differences without accounting for 
nuclear motions. 
In the surrogate system, on the one hand, the rigidly inserted ethidium exhibits strong 
electronic coupling to adjacent bases across one single base pair, enabling ultrafast HT 
and ET on the time scale of 100 ps. On the other hand, however, ethidium fails to 
facilitate long-range ultrafast charge transfer over a distance of one base pair because the 
short linker and the tight insertion mode largely inhibit nuclear motions. Thus 
“conformational sampling” of the accessible configurational space, which is necessary 
for high charge transfer rates over long distance, is hindered. The observation clearly 
indicates that tight binding is not naturally equal to strong electronic coupling and base 
stacking. As a stark contrast, the loosely tethered intercalator system of Caltech is 
conformationally flexible and inclined to undergo nuclear motions, which secures higher 
charge transfer rates even across a distance of several base pairs. The results herein 
underline the importance of “gating effect”, which assumes that efficient charge transfer 
in DNA over an extended range requires assistance by nuclear motions and 
conformational sampling.  
In summary, the ethidium base pair surrogate and the intercalated ethidium-tether 
conjugate are directly compared. Their distinguished dynamic behaviors are likely due to 
the inherently different nuclear motions of these conjugates. The results demonstrate the 
critical role that nuclear motions play for the optimization of the various parameters that 
govern charge transfer rates. In addition, conformational sampling may be a generic 
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prerequisite for any electronic transfer process through π-stacked nucleic acids, as 
implied by the fact that both electron and hole transfer are characterized by similar rates 
and distance dependencies in this study.  
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5 Ultrafast Electronic Energy Delocalization and 
Dissipation in DNA§ 
5.1 Introduction 
To disclose the mechanism of UV light-induced chemical reactions which may result 
in carcinogenic mutations (165-168), the understanding of the initial molecular processes 
that occur in DNA immediately after UV light absorption, but prior to chemical 
transformations is very crucial. However, the precursor states for chemical reactions 
harmful to the genome are still not well characterized although considerable efforts have 
been put to investigate the photochemistry and photophysics of nucleic acids (165, 167, 
169, 170). The key questions to the nature of the excited singlet states of DNA bases 
revolve on: (i) whether they are localized on a single base or delocalized over several 
bases, (ii) how their formation depends on the sequence/structure of the DNA, (iii) 
whether there are already significant ground state interactions between the bases which 
enable composite exciton-type excitations. So far most experimental research focused on 
charge migration processes through the base stack to explore DNA damage (3, 29). 
Indeed, photo induced charge transfer processes were triggered by electronic excitation 
                                                 
§ Adapted from: Buchvarov I, Wang Q, Raytchev M, Trifonov A, & Fiebig T (2007) 
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A. 104, 4794-4797 and Wang Q & Fiebig T (2007) in Charge 
migration in DNA perspectives from physics, chemistry, and biology, ed. Chakraborty T 
(Springer, Berlin; New York), pp. 221-248. 
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and thus offered some clues on the initial excitation dynamics; however, these studies 
alone hardly provide a clear picture as to how the electronic energy spatially and 
temporally evolves in DNA.  
The speculation that the excitation might be delocalized along several DNA bases has 
been under debate (171-176). Kohler and co-workers recently investigated kinetic 
transients of a few mononucleotides, single- and double-stranded DNA and found that 
vertical base stacking, not base pairing controls the excited state dynamics for the 
poly(A·T) assemblies (177). The results are very insightful in that they answered the 
critical question about the influence of base stacking on the lifetimes of DNA excited 
states. However, the proposal of “excimer formation” by Kohler’s results implied the 
excitation spread only two adjacent bases and whether it could spread even more remains 
unclear.  
    In this dissertation, femtosecond broadband pump–probe spectroscopy is applied and 
solid evidence for the presence of delocalized electron domains (excitons) is found. The 
data interpretation is in the framework of molecular exciton theory (60).  The concepts of 
“exciton” and “excimer” have been introduced in Chapter 1. Specifically, the two terms 
can be distinguished as the following: Exciton states are characterized by an 
instantaneous delocalization of the excitation of two (or more) DNA bases upon optical 
pumping, requiring significant electronic exciton coupling already present in the ground 
state. Exciton states can be populated by “vertical” excitation from the ground state 
without prior nuclear rearrangements. Excimers on the other hand are dynamically 
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formed complexes between a single excited base and a second base in its ground state 
(59, 178, 179). Unlike excitons, the formation of excimers requires structural 
reorganization. In the ground state, excimers are unstable complexes (dissociative 
potential). Previously, considerable discussions on the excimer or exciplex formations in 
DNA had been reported (171, 180-184). 
In order to systematically control the length of the stack, DNA sequences used in the 
measurements encompassed natural single-stranded (dA)n (composed of n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
12, 15, 18 consecutive 2’-deoxyadenosine (dA) residues, respectively) and double-
stranded oligonucleotides (dA)n⋅(dT)n, (n = 12, 18) and (dAT)9⋅(dAT)9 (94). The single-
stranded homoadenine oligonucleotides were reported to adopt helical stacks. 
Conformations of a series of homoadenine oligonucleotides are illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
Even for a sequence as short as (dA)2, 80% of the dinucleotide form a B-type DNA 
helical structure at room temperature, as shown by NMR studies and spectroscopic 
titrations (185). And for (dA)3 the number is even bigger: 86% (186).  
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 Figure 5.1  Graphical illustration of single-stranded homoadenine oligonucleotides (dA)n 
(n=18, 15, 12, 6, 2, 1 from left to right). Images are generated by the UCSF Chimera 
(187) program. 
 
5.2 Spatial Extent of Exciton States 
5.2.1 Steady-state Measurements 
Steady-state UV absorption spectra 
    For all the steady-state and transient measurements in this work, adenosine 5’-
monophosphate (AMP) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used without further 
purification. All RP-HPLC purified oligodeoxynucleotides were purchased from Midland 
Certified Reagent Company (Midland). All samples were prepared in 0.25 M NaCl and 
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25 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.15. The double stranded oligomers (dA)12·(dT)12 
and (dA)18·(dT)18 were prepared by mixing equimolar amounts of respective single 
strands and thermally annealing them. All double stranded oligomers, (dA)12·(dT)12, 
(dA)18·(dT)18 and d(AT)9·d(AT)9, were heated to 80ºC for 10 minutes, cooled slowly 
down to room temperature and used for pump–probe measurements immediately. The 
pump–probe experiments were conducted at 22 ºC unless specified otherwise and the 
sample concentrations were adjusted to have similar optical densities of ca. 0.9 OD at 270 
nm in cuvettes with 1 mm optical path length.  
In the normalized steady-state absorption spectra for single-stranded DNA (Figure 
5.2), a systematic shift and the rise of a long-wavelength absorption band is displayed 
with the increase of sequence length. The fact clearly verifies the strong electronic 
coupling between neighboring bases and indicates that electronic coupling matrix 
element is larger than the energy difference between the individual bases in the stack. 
Otherwise, if no electronic base-base interactions occur in the steady-state UV–VIS 
absorption spectra, the spectrum of a base stack should resemble the spectrum of an 
equimolar mixture of its constituent bases. Based on the observation, formation of 
excitons would be more plausible rather than excimers in excited DNA, as excimer 
development is a dynamical process requiring a finite amount of time and hence no 
electronic base-base interactions are expected in the steady-state spectra. 
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Figure 5.2  Normalized steady-state absorption spectra for (dA)n (n=1, 2, 6, 12, 15 and 
18).  
 
Quartz cuvettes with very short optical path length must be used for pump–probe 
experiments in order not to compromise the pump pulse duration. In our case, the 
cuvettes used have optical path length of only 1 mm. This however adds a problem for 
the natural DNA time-resolved measurements which exhibit intrinsically weak exited-
state absorption signals. Consequently, higher concentrations should be used to generate 
reliable signals. Herein all the DNA samples were prepared to have similar 
concentrations of around of 0.9 OD at 270 nm for pump–probe measurements. This has 
aroused another concern, though, as to whether the relatively high concentration will lead 
to aggregation of the DNA molecules in solution. To address this issue, steady-state UV 
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absorption spectra of representative DNA at a series of concentration were collected. The 
concentrations were quantified according to the extinction coefficients reported in literatures 
(188). As suggested by the perfect overlap of their respective normalized spectra in 
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, neither the spectra of shortest AMP nor the longest (dA)18 
show any dependence on the concentration conditions within the range tested, which 
included the one used for pump–probe measurements. Further concentration dependence 
investigations via transient absorption measurements for AMP and a few other DNA 
molecules reached the same conclusion. 
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Figure 5.3  Concentration dependence measurements of AMP. The lower panel shows 
normalized spectra. 
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Figure 5.4  Concentration dependence measurements of (dA)18. The lower panel shows 
normalized spectra. 
 
Steady-state fluorescence spectra 
AMP is known to show very weak fluorescence because of its ultrafast excited-state 
lifetime (169). Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 display the fluorescence spectra at varied 
excitation wavelength (corrected for Raman emission from blank solution) for AMP and 
(dA)2, respectively. The emission of AMP does not exhibit any excitation wavelength 
dependence. By comparison, a new emission band around 370 nm appears in the spectra 
of (dA)2 after the excitation wavelength increases to 285 nm and above, an indication of 
possible excimer formation (189). 
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Figure 5.5  Normalized fluorescence spectra of AMP at varied excitation wavelength. 
The concentration is 34.0 µM in buffer solution. 
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Figure 5.6  Normalized fluorescence spectra of (dA)2 at varied excitation wavelength. 
The concentration is 6.8 µM in buffer solution. 
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Steady-state CD spectra 
Figure 5.7 shows the CD spectra of representative molecules of AMP, (dA)2, (dA)6, 
(dA)18 and (dA)18•(dT)18 with absorbance of 0.19 OD, 0.16 OD, 0.17 OD, 0.35 OD and 
0.27 OD at 260 nm in a quartz cuvette with 10 mm optical path length, respectively. The 
CD measurements were performed on an Aviv model 202 circular dichroism 
spectropolarimeter (Aviv Instruments, Proterion Corporation, NJ) equipped with a 
temperature controller. Spectra were colleted by scanning over 195–350 nm range with a 
wavelength step of 1 nm at 25 ˚C. At least 4 individual scans for each sample were 
averaged and subtracted of the background from buffer-only blank solution.  
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Figure 5.7  CD spectra for AMP, (dA)2, (dA)6, (dA)18 and (dA)18•(dT)18. 
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    The steady-state CD spectra are in agreement with previous studies (186, 190-192). 
For (dA)2, (dA)6, and (dA)18, the broad positive bands appear at ~270–280 nm and the 
negative band at ~250 nm with a crossover at the wavelength maximum of ~260 nm for 
normal steady-state absorption. The positive-negative pair of CD bands is suggested to be 
related to the well-stacked bases (186, 193). In comparison, the verified B-type double-
stranded (dA)18•(dT)18 possesses comparable spectral shape before ~250 nm but show 
some difference in the positive band region, mainly seen by the shifted peak to the longer 
wavelength part with a maximum around 285 nm (177). No detectable CD signals are 
observed for AMP, although its asymmetric deoxyribose sugars are intrinsically optically 
active and could induce certain weak CD bands (194, 195). In summary, the results show 
that even a short sequence of 2 base-pair homoadenine still largely assumes a relatively 
well-defined structure. 
5.2.2 Femtosecond Broadband Pump–Probe Spectroscopy 
Figure 5.8 displays measured pump–probe spectra of AMP and (dA)6 that contain 
single base and multiple bases, respectively. Because of the huge artifacts caused by 
solvent at this pump wavelength, subtraction must be applied to obtain spectra purely 
from the samples (107, 196). All (dA)n systems with more than one adenine base show 
qualitatively identical spectral dynamics and here (dA)6 was chosen as a representative. 
ESA spectra of all nucleic acids in this study change drastically within the first 100 fs 
after optical excitation. For AMP, the initially excited state decays to a vibrationally hot 
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 Figure 5.8  ESA spectra of AMP (a), (dA)6 within short time range (b) and long time 
range (c) after excitation at 270 nm. Early spectra are shown in blue/green colors and late 
spectra in orange/red colors. 
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ground state with a time constant of less than 200 fs, in accordance with previously 
reported results (197-199). In Figure 5.8(a), the hot ground state absorption manifests 
itself as a broad spectral tail (200) with monotonically rising intensity towards the short-
wavelength probing limit at 300 nm. For (dA)6 , a ~330 nm band rapidly rises following 
the decay of the initial band around 380 nm on the time scale of sub-1ps (Figure 5.8(b)). 
After 1.5 ps, however, the spectral position of the maximum of the ESA spectrum 
remains constant (at 330 nm) throughout the excited state lifetime of several 100 ps 
(Figure 5.8c). Similar spectral dynamics are observed for all the other (dA)n (n>1) 
systems studied. By contrast, the dynamic processes almost complete for AMP after 1.5 
ps.   
It is important to notice that no dynamic quenching, i.e. no shortening of the ultrafast 
time component in (dA)n oligomers (with respect to AMP) has been observed, which 
provides extra evidence for the absence of excimers generated in the DNA strands. This 
is because excimer formation is a dynamical process, and were there existence of excimer 
formation, one would observe shorter lifetimes for base stacks than for individual bases.  
Confirmation of pump–probe spectra at probe limit region 
To ensure the signals close to 300 nm probe limit shown in Figure 5.8 are real, instead 
of distorted absorption due to weak WLC generation around this region, we optimized the 
WLC to make the probe intensity at 300 nm high enough to provide unequivocally true 
signals. This sacrificed the probe intensity at longer wavelength, so only reliable spectra 
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from 300–390 nm are shown (Figure 5.9). This however confirmed the presence of the 
ESA maximum band at ~ 330 nm as observed in Figure 5.8(b) and (c). 
 
 
Figure 5.9  Pump–probe spectra of (dA)18 in the time range of -0.1 to 2.8 ps detected 
from 300–390 nm. Early spectra are shown in blue/green colors and late spectra in 
orange/red colors. 
 
 
Probing in even deeper UV 240–300 nm is certainly desired and will be accomplished 
in future research. Since the steady-state absorption maximum of DNA falls into this 
range, pump–probe spectra will give ground state bleaching information and provide 
extra details. 
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5.2.3 Two Categories of Chromophores 
To account for the similarities and differences of the spectral dynamics between one 
single adenine base and those of DNA strands containing multiple adenine base stacks, 
one may simplistically distinguish two categories of chromophores:  
Well-stacked base domains 
For these well-stacked base domains, UV absorption leads to delocalized exciton 
states, i.e. the electronic wave functions are spread over more than a single base. The 
initially excited states undergo electronic relaxation within the exciton state manifold 
after optical excitation, and the internal conversion (IC) process is characterized by a 
pronounced spectral blue shift (from 380 to 330 nm, see Figure 5.8b). The observed 
decrease in oscillator strength is entirely consistent with the dynamic process. The 
electronic relaxation is on the sub-100 fs time scale, in accordance with ref. (201). A 
slower nuclear relaxation process (several picoseconds) follows the ultrafast electronic 
relaxation, manifesting itself in minor changes of the 330 nm band shape. This process 
may involve modes from the base stacks and the surrounding medium.  
    Localized transitions: For the short-wavelength ESA bands below 380 nm in AMP and 
in (dA)n , as shown by Figure 5.8a and b, the underlying electronic transition is localized 
and thus insensitive to electronic delocalization.  
    Delocalized transitions: The broad ESA band above 400 nm results from 
interchromophoric interactions, reflecting electronic delocalization in the system. The 
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electronically relaxed exciton state has a lifetime of several 100 ps, in agreement with 
results from previously reported transient absorption measurements (169, 177).  
The spectral dynamics for AMP and (dA)n described above can be illustrated in a 
simple energy level diagram shown in Figure 5.10. 
Poorly-stacked single bases 
For the poorly-stacked single bases where local static and dynamic disorder disrupts 
the electronic coupling between neighboring bases, monomer-like optical excitations 
occur parallel to that of well-stacked base domains. These localized adenine states behave 
like AMP which undergoes sub-200 fs internal conversion to its vibrationally hot ground 
state. The typical spectral fingerprint of hot ground states in all (dA)n systems (as seen in 
AMP, Figure 5.8(a)) is superimposed to the 330–380 nm ESA bands. 
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Figure 5.10  Energy-level diagram for the energy dissipation pathways in homoadenine 
sequences (dA)n. In addition to the well stacked domains where delocalized exciton states 
form, a substantial fraction is poorly stacked and its dynamic processes behave much like 
that of AMP. 
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5.2.4 Exciton Delocalization 
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 Figure 5.11  The averaged normalized spectra between 5 ps and 9 ps of (dA)2, (dA)6, 
(dA)18 and (dA)18•(dT)18. 
 
As described above, two types of excited state processes are expected to occur 
simultaneously in (dA)n oligonucleotides:  
¾ A sub-200 fs internal conversion from the initially excited state forming the hot 
ground state, resembling similarities with AMP; 
¾ Electronic relaxation (IC) of delocalized exciton states.  
ESA spectra of (dA)2, (dA)6 , and (dA)18 5 ps after excitation are displayed in Figure 
5.11. On the one hand, all spectra contain the same 330-nm ESA band. On the other 
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hand, the long-wavelength part (> 400 nm) of the spectrum depends on the length of 
the base stack n. Clearly, the electronic composition of the excited base states varies 
with the number of individual bases in the stack, a manifestation for exciton 
delocalization. To describe exciton state absorption intensity, a parameter of ρ435 is 
defined. It is an intensity ratio between the long-wavelength part (centered around 435 
nm) and the short-wavelength part of the ESA spectrum (about 330 nm). Since the 
former is dominated by interchromophoric transitions whereas the latter reflects the 
local transitions, the intensity ratio is proportional to the oscillator strength for exciton 
absorption. Measuring ρ435 as a function of n will therefore provide information about 
the spatial extent of the exciton. For example, ρ435 would not change with increasing 
length of the stack if the exciton were only spread over two adjacent bases, because the 
effective number of stacked adenine dimers is approximately constant in all samples. 
However, ρ435 would continuously increase with increasing n if the exciton were 
completely delocalized over all bases in the stack.  
Experimental results indicate that ρ435 increases monotonically with increasing 
length of the base stack. Figure 5.12 shows ρ435 after 2 ps for all (dA)n systems and for 
three A•T DNA duplexes. Apparently, there are larger changes of ρ435(n) at short stack 
lengths and a more gradual evolution for larger n. Using an exponential equation to fit 
the ρ435(n) as a function of n (107), a constant d of 3.3 ± 0.5 base pairs is obtained.  
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    This number indicates a “1/e delocalization length”, reflecting an exponential decay of 
the exciton delocalization length in (dA)n series. 
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Figure 5.12  Spectral intensity ratio between the exciton absorption (in a 30-nm interval, 
centered at 435 nm) and the monomer absorption at 330 nm (ρ435), 2 ps after excitation, 
as a function of the stack length n. For the (dA)n series, a single exponential fit (solid 
curve) was used to extract the ‘‘1/e delocalization length’’ d. Theρ435 values for the A•T 
duplexes are connected with a dotted line. 
 
    Note that for A•T duplexes, ρ435 exhibits higher values than those of corresponding 
single stranded DNA, and the numbers continue to increase even after n>12. But the 
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relative change is small when compared with the increase of ρ435 at shorter stack lengths 
(i.e. between (dA)2 and (dA)5). This observation implies the possibility of a slightly larger 
fraction of more extended (d>4) delocalized domains present in A•T duplexes. This is 
plausible given that the duplexes demonstrate shorter base–base distances and/or a more 
rigid stack structure, which will lead to larger electronic coupling and thus stronger 
exciton absorption. On the other hand, considering that the A•T duplexes and the single-
stranded homoadenine sequences are overall very similar in base stacking, the length 
distribution of the delocalized domains in both types of nucleic acids should also be 
similar.  
    Note that there are also considerable efforts put on the molecular dynamics simulations 
of DNA strands (202-205). The latest theoretical calculations from the Schartz group by 
using density functional theory (DFT) agree very well with our experimental results: 
delocalized states extending over 3 bases were calculated to form in single-stranded 
homoadenine oligonucleotides (206). 
Temperature influence on exciton delocalization 
Temperature dependence of ESA for (dA)18 is investigated in this section. Because 
DNA structures are sensitive to temperature, the exciton delocalization is expected to be 
influenced by its variation. The spectra for (dA)18 both at room temperature of 23 ˚C and 
at a higher temperature of 60 ˚C were displayed together in Figure 5.13 for comparison. 
The temperature of 60 ºC was reached by heating via a self-made temperature controller. 
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Using the free calculation program described in references (207, 208) , a melting point of 
57.4˚C is estimated for (dA)18•(dT)18 in 0.25 M NaCl and 25 mM sodium phosphate  
 
 
Figure 5.13  Temperature dependent pump–probe spectra of (dA)18 in the time range of -
0.1 to 8 ps. Early spectra are shown in blue/green colors and late spectra in orange/red 
colors. 
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buffer (pH 7.15). The value for single-stranded (dA)18 should be even lower. Hence at 60 
ºC, (dA)18 is expected to melt and the percentage of well-stacked structure is decreased. 
Indeed, the experimental results show data at high temperature were noisier and 
displayed lower ρ435 values (Figure 5.14), implying that structure disorder reduced the 
fraction of more extended delocalized domains. Unfortunately, data for double-stranded 
DNA were too noisy to give decent signals. 
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Figure 5.14 Temperature dependence of exciton absorption intensity for (dA)18 in 
different time ranges, 180 – 210 fs and 2.1–5 ps , respectively. 
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5.3 Temporal Evolution of Exciton States 
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Figure 5.15  Time dependence of ρ435 for (dA)18. The decay of ρ435 is characterized by 
time constants of 8–10 ps in all DNA systems studied, except for (dAT)9•(dAT)9 where 
no significant decay of ρ435 was observed. 
 
 
    Another property of the exciton absorption intensity ρ435 is that it is not constant over 
the excited state lifetime of the bases but decays with a characteristic time constant of 8 
to 10 ps in all DNA systems studied, except for d(AT)9⋅d(AT)9 oligonucleotides. This is 
shown by Figure 5.15 where (dA)18 is used as one representative. It is well-established 
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that structural conversions in nucleic acids such as local transitions from A to B-DNA 
occur on time scales several orders of magnitude slower than the observed 10 ps (209). 
Hence, the changes in the relative spectral intensities during the excited state lifetime of 
the bases should be caused by small-amplitude fluctuations in the base stack and/or the 
surrounding environment (metal ions, solvent) (210).  
    Unlike all the other nucleic acid systems with vertically stacked adenines in the same 
strand, ρ435 in the alternating sequence of d(AT)9⋅d(AT)9 does not change with time, and 
has an intermediate value corresponding to the degree of delocalization found in (dA)4. 
This observation may reveal that interstrand and intrastrand electronic coupling 
pathways are affected inherently differently by ultrafast structural dynamics, or simply 
reflect the distinct electronic character of intrastrand excited A–T–A… complexes and 
A–A–A… domains: for the former complexes, there could be substantial charge transfer 
contributions which would not participate in the exciton state wavefunctions formed in 
homoadenines.  
5.4 Conclusions and Evolutionary Perspective 
    In summary, the following conclusions emerge based on the experimental results 
described above:  
¾ Upon UV absorption, the electronic coupling between stacked bases leads to the 
formation of delocalized exciton states. This possibility has been widely discussed 
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by theoreticians in the past (171-174) and the experimental data presented here 
directly support this exciton model.  
¾ In single-stranded homoadenine sequences the typical “1/e delocalization length” is 
3-4 bases. However, it is likely more extended delocalization is present in some 
molecules with more homogeneous conformation. For instance, ensembles of A•T 
duplexes have a larger fraction of more extended delocalized domains, which is 
evidenced by the apparent increase in ρ435 from (dA)12⋅(dT)12 to (dA)18⋅(dT)18.  
¾ The electronic exciton structure is dynamic: the delocalization length changes 
during the lifetime of the excited base stack.  
¾ A considerable amount of excited DNA molecules carry out ultrafast internal 
conversion to the hot ground state, similar as in single bases (169, 177). It is thus 
reasonable to assume that the optical excitation in this molecular subensemble 
remains localized because of static and dynamic disorder in the stack.  
    Note that the last statement that a substantial fraction of excited DNA molecules 
behave like single bases to undergo ultrafast internal conversion to the hot ground state is 
very meaningful from the evolutionary point of view. Single natural DNA bases have 
ultrashort excited state lifetimes and return to their ground state rapidly after UV light 
excitation (169). The excess energy is thus dissipated to the ground state in times shorter 
than needed to make and break chemical bonds. By this means, DNA bases show 
somewhat intrinsic ability to avoid photo lesions and may act as their own sunscreens to 
block the damage from solar UV light. Currently, it is believed that human bodies rely on 
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a complex machinery of repair enzymes to reverse most of the chemical damage caused 
by UV light and thus protects cellular systems from mutations, cancer, and cell death 
(apoptosis) (211). However, an intrinsic DNA protection mechanism would be more 
efficient by terminating potential photo damage in infancy, rather than solely depending 
on the energy-costly “second defense system” via enzymatic repair after actual harm has 
already been caused.  
Even though favorable stacking and strong electronic coupling exist in the single- and 
double-stranded DNA of the measurements, still, there are considerable amount of 
molecules adopting the same channel as that of single bases to rapidly funnel excessive 
energy toward the ground states. In real random human DNA sequences that contain both 
A•T and G•C base pairs, the chances of weakening electronic coupling between 
neighboring bases caused by disrupted well-stacked structures highly increase, and 
consequently localized “monomer-type” electronic states are even more likely to be 
generated. Hence, the amount of disorder in the genome will define to what extent 
stacked bases can avoid irreversible photo damage by dissipating excess electronic 
energy in the same fashion as single DNA bases. 
5.5 Further Studies 
    In this experiment, the delocalization length in A•T duplexes is only estimated by 
comparing (dA)12⋅(dT)12 and (dA)18⋅(dT)18. Even shorter duplexes are not used because 
they are not thermodynamically stable at room temperature. Further studies will include 
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specially designed short and stable A•T duplexes with 2 to 8 base pairs for ultrafast 
spectroscopic measurements. This will provide more insight as to what the exact 
delocalization length is in duplexes and complete the entire picture. These types of 
duplexes have been successfully synthesized by employing similar “capped DNA 
hairpin” (see Chapter 3) synthesis strategy. Another task would be to investigate the 
electronic energy delocalization in single-stranded polyhomoguanine, polyhomocytdine, 
and corresponding duplexes. However, guanine-rich and cytidine-rich DNA are known to 
easily undergo self-association and form four stranded structures – quaduplex (212-217). 
Hence, the stack length should be limited to less than 3 to carry out the preliminary test.  
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6 Competition between Energy Delocalization and 
Charge Transfer in DNA§ 
6.1 Introduction  
Small extinction coefficients for excited state absorption and negligible fluorescence 
quantum yields hindered spectroscopic studies of natural DNA base stacks (169). 
Alternatively, the adenine analog 2-aminopurine (Ap, molecular structure shown in 
Figure 6.1), has been extensively utilized as a substitute in DNA assemblies (20, 218-
223). Ap possesses several attractive properties that are distinguished from those of 
natural DNA bases: 
(i) Ap has a significantly red shifted maximum absorption band around 305 nm (224, 
225) compared with regular ~260 nm band of those natural bases, which allows 
selective excitation in relatively large DNA assemblies;  
(ii) Unlike any of the natural DNA bases, Ap is strongly fluorescent with a high 
quantum yield of 0.66 in neutral aqueous solution (224, 225) and a long 
fluorescence lifetime about 10 ns (226). By contrast, the fluorescence quantum  
yield is smaller than 1.0×10-4  for natural DNA bases (199, 227), whose well-
established excited-state lifetimes are on the time scale from several hundred 
                                                 
§ Adapted from: Wang Q, Raytchev M, & Fiebig T (2007) Photochem. Photobiol. 83, 
637-641. 
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femtoseconds to a few picoseconds (169, 197). A reasonable explanation is as the 
following: in adenine, electronic transition states π–π* (first transition, S1) and n-π* 
have close energy levels. As a result, the dipole allowed π–π* transition may 
undergo rapid internal conversion to n–π* transition upon photoexcitation and thus 
lead to very weak emission. Amino substitution at the 2-position of the purine ring 
in Ap, however, decreases the π-π* transition energy to considerably lower level 
than the n–π* transition (225, 228, 229). As one evidence, the maximum absorption 
of Ap red shifts to ~305 nm as opposed to the ~260 nm for natural DNA bases. The 
direct consequence is that the rapid nonradiative deactivation of π–π* excited state 
can be avoided and hence high fluorescence quantum yield is obtained. 
(iii) Ap can pair with thymine or even cytosine when incorporated in natural DNA 
assemblies without apparent structural and functional perturbation (219, 220, 230-
233). Surprisingly, when Ap is inserted into DNA fragments, its originally intense 
fluorescence are usually quenched strongly. In many situations, the fluorescence 
extinguishment occurs because of charge transfer processes between photoexcited 
Ap and natural DNA bases (20, 147, 223, 234, 235). More and more studies 
disclose that Ap in the context of DNA assemblies has fluorescence lifetime closely 
related to the microscopic environment. Due to the complex redox activity of Ap in 
DNA, fluorescence quenching could takes place via multiple pathways, and 
consequently, highly non-exponential decays of its fluorescence are often observed 
(223).  
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    These distinct spectroscopic properties make Ap an excellent site-specific probe to 
study DNA structural and dynamic heterogeneity, and charge transfer processes as well. 
Intrastrand dimers of Ap in specifically designed DNA sequences had been employed to 
investigate exciton interactions in DNA (189). In this dissertation, Ap dimers in the 
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Figure 6.1  (a) Ribose (R)-substituted 2-aminopurine, (b) ribose-substituted adenine, (c) 
detailed structure of ribose-substituted 2-aminopurine. 
 
trinucleotide 5’–d(ApApC)–3’ (ApApC) are designed as a model DNA conjugate where 
energy delocalization (between two identical chromophores) can compete with interbase 
electron transfer. Another sequence, 5’–d(ApCC)–3’ (ApCC) which includes only a 
single Ap moiety is examined for comparison. Although a small fraction of the Ap-
containing trinucleotides are unstacked, these oligonucleotides overall are well-stacked 
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structures at room temperature, as proved by CD spectroscopic measurements (236). 
With combined advantages of femtosecond (fs) broadband pump–probe spectroscopy and 
global data analysis, two distinct excited-state dynamic behaviors, i.e. ultrafast energy 
delocalization and electron transfer dynamics in the two different Ap containing 
trinucleotides are discovered.  
6.2 Steady-state Spectroscopic Characterization of Samples  
6.2.1 Ap Absorption and Fluorescence Spectra 
    Figure 6.2 shows Ap absorption, normalized excitation and emission spectra in 100 
mM sodium chloride and 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) with a cuvette of 1 
cm optical path length. Ap was purchased from Sigma and used directly without further 
purification. UV spectrum was performed with the Agilent 8453 UV/VIS spectrometer. 
Fluorescence spectra were measured on the Fluorolog–3 spectrofluorometer (Jobin-
Yvon). The excitation spectrum was collected by setting at the 370 nm emission peak and 
the emission spectrum was obtained at excitation of 305 nm. The concentration of Ap is 
determined to be 16.9 µM by using an extinction coefficient of 6000 M-1•cm-1 at 305 nm 
(237). The spectra are consistent with previously published results (224, 225). 
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Figure 6.2  Ap absorption (a) and excitation, emission spectra (b). 
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6.2.2 Trinucleotides UV and CD Absorption Spectra 
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Figure 6.3  UV spectra of ApApC, ApCC and CMP normalized at the absorption region 
of 272–275 nm. 
    The trinucleotide samples were synthesized in the group of Jacqueline Barton at 
Caltech. The samples were prepared in 50 mM sodium chloride and 20 mM sodium 
Phosphate buffer (pH 7.0). Figure 6.3 displays the UV spectra of ApApC, ApCC and 
CMP normalized at the absorption region of 272–275 nm. The absorption bands of 
ApApC and ApCC in the longer wavelength part of 305 nm obviously stem from Ap: 
with the content of Ap in the sequence increases, so does the intensity of ~305 nm band. 
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The CD spectra of ApApC measured with an Aviv model 202 circular dichroism 
spectropolarimeter (Aviv Instruments, Proterion Corporation, NJ) were shown in Figure 
6.4. The sample was prepared at a concentration of 0.34 OD at 305 nm in a cuvette with 1 
cm optical path length. The spectra here are supported by previous measurements on AP 
dinucleotide which suggested those two bases were stacked in a right-handed helical 
conformation (238). Overall, the spectral shape before 230 nm shares some similarities 
with those of homoadenine oligonucleotides (Figure 5.7), probably due to the interaction 
of Ap and/or C bases with asymmetric deoxyribose sugar. However, sharp contrast 
between them is also present. For ApApC, there are positive band shown at ~320 nm and 
negative band at ~300 nm with a crossover at ~310 nm, which is close to the maximum 
wavelength of normal steady-state absorption. These are attributed to the exciton-coupled 
CD (EC–CD) bands stemming from interaction of the two neighboring Ap bases. It is 
well established that due to exciton coupling, two or more strongly absorbing 
chromophores can exhibit chirality when they are located nearby in space, even if the 
individual chromophores are not chiral molecules (239). This exciton chirality method 
has been applied to organic compounds (240) and biopolymers like DNA (241). 
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Figure 6.4  CD spectra of ApApC at 25 °C. The inset displays one enlarged region from 
280 to 350 nm. 
 
6.3 Energy Delocalization Competes with Electron Transfer 
6.3.1 Energetics of Dynamics Processes 
    Although debates still exist toward the accuracy of the measured redox potentials of 
DNA nucleobases, which are often compromised by the uncertainties of irreversible 
electrochemistry method used, it has been generally agreed on that the oxidizability 
follow the trend  of  G>A~Ap>>C>T (154, 158, 161), as reflected by Table 4.1. After 
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photoexcitation, in ApCC, the dominant dynamics process is expected to be electron 
transfer from Ap* to the adjacent C based on a driving force of approximately -0.45 eV 
from previous results (234). 
ApApC nevertheless is in more complicated situation. In principle, Ap* can either 
donate an electron to cytosine, or form an excimer with the adjacent Ap (i.e. 
delocalization of excess electronic energy) (189): the competing charge transfer and 
energy delocalization dynamics can occur concomitantly in the trinucleotides.  
Charge transfer: Charge transfer processes are feasible due to two sources: (i) similar 
dynamics of electron transfer from Ap* to the adjacent C as that in ApCC based on the 
common “ApC” moiety; (ii) the asymmetric Ap sites in ApApC may induce charge 
transfer from one Ap to the other. Given an oxidation potential (vs. NHE) of 1.34 V 
(161), and a reduction potential of -2.24 V (20) for Ap, a driving force of -0.06 eV is 
obtained from Rehm-Weller equations (125). Charge transfer dynamics which causes 
disproportionation (Ap•+Ap•−) is therefore also reasonable. However, it is noteworthy that 
the process would be considerably slow (i.e. several 100 ps to ns) because of the weak 
driving force even if it does exist.  
Energy delocalization: Energy delocalization in the style of excimer formation between 
the two Ap moieties is plausible considering the special structural properties and has 
indeed been observed before (189). The transient absorption spectra and global fitting 
results in the dissertation confirm the (resonant) energy delocalization between equal 
bases dominates over inefficient electron transfer process in ApApC.  
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6.3.2 Femtosecond Broadband Pump–Probe Spectroscopy 
      
Figure 6.5  Temporal evolution of the pump–probe spectra of Ap, ApApC and ApCC in 
the time range of 5 ps to 150 ps after excitation at 316 nm. Early spectra are shown in 
blue/green colors and late spectra in orange/red colors. The arrows indicate the temporal 
evolutions of excited state absorption peak maxima. Peak shifting is significant in 
ApApC but not in Ap and ApCC. 
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All the trinucleotide samples were prepared in 50 mM sodium chloride and 20 mM 
sodium phosphate buffer (pH=7.0). Sample concentrations were adjusted to have 
absorbance of ca. 1.0 (in a cuvette with 1 mm optical path length) at the excitation 
wavelength of 316 nm for pump–probe measurements conducted at 22 ºC. 
Figure 6.5 demonstrate that both ApApC and ApCC have broad ESA bands from 400 
to 700 nm. However, ApApC distinguishes from ApCC drastically by undergoing a much 
faster dynamic process across the whole spectral range. After ~ 2 ns, dynamic processes 
in ApApC almost complete whereas in ApCC considerable amount of molecules are still 
in the electronic state other than in the ground state. Similar spectral dynamics are also 
observed in our preliminary measurements on the (corresponding) double-stranded DNA 
assemblies used in ref.(189). In addition, the 550 nm band in ApApC shows a time-
dependent shift which is lack in ApCC (as illustrated by arrows). The spectra of reference 
molecule Ap are also illustrated together for comparison reason. Within the same time 
and spectral range, no apparent decaying dynamics are observed for Ap. This observation 
is in agreement with the fact that free Ap in neutral aqueous solution exhibit much longer 
excited-sate lifetime than the 2-ns time window of the femtosecond experimental setup. 
6.3.3 Energy Delocalization vs. Electron Transfer  
Singular value decomposition (SVD) and global fit analysis are carried using the 
commercial software package Surface Xplorer Pro (Ultrafast Systems, LLC). The fitting 
results (Figure 6.6) reveal that ApApC dynamics are characterized mainly by a very fast 
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lifetime component of ~4–5 ps and a slower 70-ps component. A 0.9-ns time component 
is also present but with negligible amplitude. In contrast, there are two major lifetime 
components of 90 ps and 1.5 ns in ApCC. The detailed dynamic processes in ApApC are 
illustrated in Figure 6.7 (a). Initially, either of the two Ap bases in the trinucleotides is 
excited; afterward, the excimer (ApAp)*C is generated within ~4–5 ps. The excimer has 
a lifetime of ~70 ps and thereafter returns to the ground state. The residual third lifetime 
component of 0.9 ns is attributed to the inefficient competitive electron transfer processes 
caused by the “ApC” moiety or the asymmetric Ap sites in ApApC, and has very small 
magnitudes. The excimer spectrum is significantly different from that of Ap monomer in 
ApCC, as seen in Figure 6.5, especially below 450 nm. Moreover, the 550-nm band of 
ApApC shifts to the blue edge initially, caused by the formation of excimer states. With 
the decay of excimer absorption, the band thereafter rapidly undergoes a red shift. The 
picture conforms well to the energetic shifts of selected vibronic transitions observed in 
pyrene amid excimer formation (242).  
Whereas the ultrafast energy delocalization dominates in ApApC, electron transfer 
from Ap* to the neighboring C is the primary dynamic process in ApCC. The charge 
separates with a time constant of 90 ps and recombines on a ~1.5-ns time scale. Excimer 
formation is an order of magnitude faster than the exergonic electron transfer (ΔGET = 
−0.45 eV) (234). Note that the 1.5-ns component in ApCC is close to 2-ns time window 
limit of the experimental setup and thus its accuracy may be affected. However, based on 
the control measurement on free Ap in aqueous solution where a ~4-ns lifetime 
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component is extracted, it can be qualitatively concluded that decay times in ApApC and 
ApCC are significantly shorter. The dynamic process is depicted in Figure 6.7 (b). 
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Figure 6.6  Preexponential coefficient spectra obtained from global fit analysis of  
ApApC and ApCC.  
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Figure 6.7  Primary photophysical processes in (a) ApApC and (b) ApCC. The energy 
levels (in eV) are obtained from previous study (189) on Ap dimers. hν marks the 
excitation wavelength (316 nm) of Ap while hν’ (350 nm) indicates the vertical 
excitation of the Ap dimers as revealed in  (189). 
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6.4 Critical Roles of Structural Dynamics 
    The excimer formation time of  ~4 ps in ApApC is extremely fast compared to that 
reported ~10 ns for two pyrene molecules linked covalently via a propanyl chain (243). 
Clearly, structural dynamics play critical roles here. Formation of the ApAp excimer 
requires only minor structural rearrangements, as supported by previous study (189). In 
contrast, the association of the pyrenes demands high activation energy of 0.2 eV (243). 
Therefore, significant structural reorganization of the alkane linker becomes a 
prerequisite for excimer formation, which result in a much longer time constant. This is 
entirely consistent to the concept of “gating effect” discussed in Chapter 4. It is well 
known typical gating motions on the 50-100 ps time scale are often necessary to assist 
electron transfer in DNA (93, 147).  
    In addition, the short ~70 ps lifetime of the excimer state reflects strong vibrational 
coupling between the excimer and the electronic ground state which leads to a fast 
internal conversion as illustrated in Figure 6.7(a). The same scheme also indicates minor 
ESA contributions from a small amount of unquenched Ap* due to structural 
heterogeneity.  
    Note that Ap dimers show strongly decreased (by a factor of 200) lifetime compared to 
the Ap monomer. It is not clear whether these findings are relevant for natural random 
DNA sequences, where direct competition between electronic energy delocalization and 
electron transfer is expected to occur. As reported in Chapter 5, the lifetimes in stacked 
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dimers and oligomeric DNA are increased (by almost 3 orders of magnitude) in contrast 
to that of monomer base. The details on the complex electronic and vibrational 
interactions would lead to better understanding of the energy dissipation and relaxation 
process in DNA base stacks.  
    For ApCC, the recombination time of ~1.5 ns is relatively long. On the one hand, 
charge separated Ap•+C•−C has not ever been observed spectroscopically. The ~1.5 ns 
probably mixes the time constant of Ap•+C•−C with that of partially unstacked Ap*CC 
and thus appears longer than the actual recombination time. On the other hand, with the 
assistance of surrounding water molecules to overcome the “Coulomb trap”, the electron 
can travel from the central base C to the terminal C, turning the charge separated state 
Ap•+C•−C into Ap•+CC•−. This will cause a longer charge recombination time. The 
process can be depicted as the following:  
   solvated)(strongly solvated)(weakly C CAp  CCAp −•
+•−•+• ⎯→
where the small displacements of the terminal C may greatly enhance the water 
accessible area around the molecule and thus provides driving force to overcome the 
Coulomb barrier for electron migration. Considering the trinucleotides are 
conformationally more flexible than duplex DNA, the chance that the terminal C 
undergoes displacements is very high. Again, the results demonstrate structural factor 
must be included when studying dynamic processes in DNA. 
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6.5 Further Research 
    Further studies include designing one ApAp dimer composed of two covalently linked 
Ap for femtosecond spectroscopic measurement. This molecule possesses a simple, well-
characterized structure to exclude any contamination of charge transfer as that possibly 
occurs in ApApC. Preliminary results show that the femtosecond pump–probe spectra of 
ApAp behave much like those of ApApC, confirming that excimer formation should be 
indeed the dominant process in ApApC. This project is still undergoing. In the meantime, 
probing in the deep UV range from 240 to 300 nm is expected to provide ground 
bleaching dynamics information, and hence gain extra details on the excimer formation 
vs. charge transfer dynamics amid these Ap-contained DNA assemblies.  
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7 Molecular Wire Behavior of Synthetic Tertiary 
Arylurea Systems by Mimicking DNA π–π stacking§ 
7.1 Introduction  
Electric conductivity of DNA has been thoroughly investigated in previous chapters. 
The broad consensus is reached that DNA exhibits better charge conductivity than 
proteins, but still can not be considered as molecular wire. On the other hand, there is 
growing interest in synthesizing DNA mimic systems with π–π stacking (244), which are 
expected to have the potential of demonstrating wire-like behavior. In this chapter, the 
photo induced charge transfer processes in synthetic oligo(arylurea) systems are explored 
and provided the first example of synthetic π–π stacking D–B–A system that show 
molecular wire properties. 
    Figure 7.1 lists the molecular structures of samples 1–5, and reference molecules 6 
and 7 measured in this experiment. These samples exhibit typical D–B–A structures with 
pyrene being hole donor, and dimethylaniline (DMA) being hole acceptor, capping 
groups separated by zero-to-four phenyl rings being the bridging units. Folded face-to-
face geometries are adopted by all these ureas 1–5, represented by an AM1 optimized 
geometry of 3 (Figure 7.2) (37). Note that the π-stacked phenyl rings are slightly splayed. 
                                                 
§ Adapted from: Zeidan TA, Wang Q, Fiebig T, & Lewis FD (2007) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
129, 9848-9849. 
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Figure 7.1  Structures of sample 1–5 and reference molecule 6 and 7.  
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Figure 7.2   AM1 optimized geometry of 3 (37) 
 
7.2 Spectroscopic Measurements 
7.2.1 Steady-state Absorption Spectra 
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Figure 7.3  Steady-state absorption of ureas 1–6, normalized at 351-nm absorption band. 
Figure 7.3 are the steady-state absorption spectra of 1–6 measured on an Agilent 8453 
UV/VIS spectrometer. The spectra are normalized at 351-nm absorption band for easier 
comparison. Molecules 2–6 show characteristic spectra of pyrene derivatives with a weak 
band at 375 nm and a stronger structured band at 350 nm. Urea 1, however, displays a 
single broad long-wavelength band. The distinction is expected to stem from their 
different electronic transitions: for the ureas 2–6, the long wavelength bands are 
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attributed to Py-localized transitions, whereas a DMA–to–Py charge transfer transition 
accounts for the band of 1. The assignment is supported by theoretical calculations (37).  
7.2.2 Femtosecond Broadband Pump–Probe Spectroscopy 
    All ureas 1–6 were dissolved in acetonitrile for femtosecond pump–probe 
measurements, with similar concentration of ~0.6 OD in a cuvette of 1 mm optical path 
length at excitation wavelength of 347 nm. Figure 7.4 displays the spectra of urea 1 at 
three different time scales. The spectra of 3 and 6 from 5 ps to 1900 ps are shown in 
Figure 7.5. All the spectra of ureas 2–5 resemble each other and here 3 and 5 are 
displayed as representatives. For urea 1, in addition to a negative band around 350 nm 
caused by ground state bleaching, a narrow band at 500 nm assigned to Py•−  is also seen 
shortly upon excitation (Figure 7.4 ) (244). Both the broad band around 600 nm and the 
band with two resolved maxima centered at 380 nm which are also formed at early time 
are attributed to DΜΑ•+. This has been supported by results from spectroelectrochemistry 
measurement of reference urea 7 (37). But from previous experiments for other 
oligo(arylureas) possessing pyrene, the 600 nm band should also include contributions 
from pyrene S2 (244). 
Dynamic processes for ureas 2–5 (represented by 3 and 5 in Figure 7.5) differ from that 
of urea 1 initially by exhibiting a broader 500 nm band and a narrower 380 nm band 
which only exhibits a single maximum. Both are attributed to pyrene S1, rapidly evolved 
from pyrene S2 via internal conversion (244). Note that at later time, though, the spectra 
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of 3 start to resemble that of 1. On the other hand, hole injection into the bridge indeed 
takes place in 6. This is evidenced by the overall similarity of spectra for 6 to that for 3 
but lack of characteristic 380-nm band change which indicates formation of DMA•+. In 
addition there is one obvious long-lived time component for 6, which is absent in the 
spectra of either 1 or 3 on the same time scale from 5 to 1900 ps. 
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Figure 7.4   Temporal evolution of the pump–probe spectra of urea 1 in different time 
ranges after excitation at 347 nm. Early spectra are shown in blue/green colors and late 
spectra in orange/red colors. 
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Figure 7.5   Temporal evolution of the pump–probe spectra of urea 3, 5 and 6 in the 
time range of 5–1900ps after excitation at 347 nm. Early spectra are shown in blue/green 
colors and late spectra in orange/red colors. 
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7.3 Molecular Wire Behavior 
7.3.1 Data Fitting Results 
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Figure 7.6  Single wavelength fitting of representative ureas 1, 5, 6 at 380 (filled circles) 
and 500 nm (unfilled circles). The inset for urea 1 shows dynamics on a shorter time 
scale from 1–10 ps where a fast sub-1ps rising time is apparent for the 380 nm 
wavelength.  
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Figure 7.7  Global fitting of representative ureas 1, 5, 6 in the range of 360–700 nm. The 
extracted lifetime components are on the same level as those obtained from single 
wavelength fitting.  
The single wavelength fitting of urea 1, 5, 6 at 380 and 500 nm by self-made Origin 
program is shown in Figure 7.6 and the extracted fitting values for all the ureas 1–6 are 
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summarized in Table 1. Their corresponding global fitting within the range of 360 to 700 
nm was performed through Surface Xplorer Pro (Ultrafast Systems, LLC) software 
package. In the following, the observations are summarized based on the single 
wavelength fitting data, but the global fitting overall agrees well with these results and is 
used as additional supportive evidence. 
(i) In the case of 1, the band 500 nm is best fitted by three time components. The rising 
time of 0.7 ps indicates the formation time of Py•− (charge separation), which is followed 
by a rapid decay on several tens of ps (charge recombination). The assignment is further 
supported by the concomitant decay on both the same sub-1 ps level (0.3 ps) and the 
longer rise time level (12.5 ps; 89 ps) as observed for the 380-nm band. This type of 
ultrafast exergonic dynamics has also been observed for other donor–acceptor dyad 
systems (244, 245). By comparison, the rise time of 500 nm band increases to 8 ps for 2 
and 25 ps for 6. The rise of 500 nm band for 2–6 is slower because of relatively smaller 
driving force. The bridging phenyls are known to have higher oxidation potentials than 
reference urea 7 (246). Given the half-wave potential for reversible oxidation of 7 in 
acetonitrile solution is 0.60 V vs SCE, Weller’s equation estimated free energy changes 
of -0.47 and -0.73 eV for formation of Py•−–B•+–DΜΑ and Py•−–B–DΜΑ•+, respectively. 
(ii) All the rest samples however show distinguished dynamics from the superexchange 
step as observed in urea 1. The 380 nm and 500 nm bands of 2–5 decay simultaneously, 
all on ~100 ps level except that urea 2 possesses a shorter ~60 ps. The process can be 
attributed to bridge-mediated charge recombination. The faster decay of 2 may be due to 
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occurrence of charge tunneling because of the shorter distance between the donor and 
acceptor. Moreover, the charge separation time for 2, which is indicated by a rising 
component of ~8 ps at 500 nm (and also a simultaneous 8.5 ps decay at 380 nm), is also 
faster than the ~20 ps level of 3–5. 
(iii) The similarity and difference between 2–5 and 6 imply two noteworthy findings: 
on the one hand, 2–5 and the control molecule 6 exhibit rise time of ~20 ps (8 ps for 2) at 
500 nm which is assigned to hole injection into the bridge. On the other hand, a long-
lived component of over 1 ns at both 380 nm and 500 nm which are attributed to charge 
recombination is not observed for either ureas 2–5 or urea 1.    
Urea Time component, ps 
 380 nm 500 nm 
1 0.3 (15%); 12.5 (35%); 89 (51%) 0.7 (-29%); 10 (29%); 89 (42%) 
2 8.5 (22%); 60 (78%); 8 (-42%); 61 (58%) 
3 92 (100%) 18 (-42%); 105 (58%) 
4 100 (100%) 19 (-43%); 121 (57%) 
5 108 (100%) 21 (-43%); 124 (57%) 
6 41 (-26%); 82 (64%); 1460 (9%) 25 (-42%); 98 (47%); 1662 (11%) 
 
Table 7.1  Single wavelength fitting data for ureas 1–6. Amplitudes are shown in 
parentheses and negative ones represent rising time components. 
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7.3.2 Dynamics Model 
 
Py-B2-DMA
Py-S1
Py-S2
105 ps
500 nm
380 nm (s)
500 nm
600 nm
1(Py -B2-DMA )
18 ps 1(Py -(B2 )-DMA)
380 nm (s)
500 nm
380 nm (d)
fast
 
  
Figure 7.8  Schematic representation of excited-state behavior of urea 3, where broken 
arrows indicate transient assignments; s stands for “single peak” and d stands for “double 
peaks”). 
    From the fitting results above, the excited-state behavior of urea 2–5 can be illustrated 
by Figure 7.6 where 3 is used as one representative. The same model applies to samples 
2, 4 and 5, which show similar dynamics. Basically, the process for 2–5 can be described 
as the following: upon photo excitation, Py is excited to the S2 state. After a rapid internal 
conversion, Py S2 state turns into Py S1 state from which hole injects into the bridge at the 
time scale of ~20 ps (8 ps for 2). This step is at least partially rate determining because 
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the time required to form Py•− for 2–5 is on the same level as that for control molecule 6. 
Furthermore, the process of hole transport to DMA in 2–5 should take similar amount of 
time to that for hole injection. In the end, charge recombination on a ~100 ps time scale 
occurs via a multi-step hole transport. This bridge-mediated hole detrapping process 
resembles that adopted by DNA dumbbell systems introduced in Chapter 3. 
7.3.3 Molecular Wire-like Behavior 
    Charge separation rate (kcs) and charge recombination rate (kcr) can be calculated 
from the reciprocals of the rising components (τr) and the decay components (τd) of the 
500 nm ESA band for 1–5, respectively. The upper panel of Figure 7.7 displays the plots 
of the logarithmic values of the rate constants as a function of center-to-center Py–DMA 
distance. Linear fits of the data for only 3–5 are singled out in the lower panel of Figure 
7.7 to demonstrate a β value of 0.005 Å-1 for charge separation, and 0.01 Å-1 for charge 
recombination processes. These small, close-to-zero values indicate an almost distance 
independence of charge transfer in either the forward (charge separation) or return 
(charge recombination) direction. Hence, molecular wire-like behavior is exhibited, 
which can be attributed to hole delocalization along the oligo (phenylurea) bridges. The 
results are supported by previously reported D–B–A systems with oligo (p-
phenylenevinylene) linkers. Those molecular  systems show similar β values and are 
regarded as displaying molecular-wire behavior (40, 247). In contrast, rates of hole 
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transport in long DNA A-tracts which show weak distance dependence are much slower 
than in these D–B–A systems having oligo (phenylureas) bridges (92).  
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Figure 7.9  Distance-dependent kinetics for charge separation and charge recombination 
of ureas 1–5 (upper panel) and linear fits for ureas 3–5 (lower panel). 
    In summary, the results herein prove that by mimicking electronic coupling in a π-
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stacked bridge as that in DNA, wire-like behavior can be observed. Accumulated 
knowledge obtained from photoinduced dynamics in DNA study can serve as useful 
guide to design and test versatile molecules with special π–π stacking. This way, the 
DNA electronics field, as one essential constituency of DNA photonics study, will 
continue to arouse growing interest among worldwide research groups. 
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8 Summary and Outlook  
The experimental results presented in this dissertation vividly demonstrate the 
complexity of electronic and structural interactions that dictate photoinduced phenomena 
in DNA. As a matter of fact, negligence of the complexity is one important reason that 
accounts for many conflicted reports in the first generation of experiments on 
photoinduced charge transfer in DNA. In those simplistic kinetic models, electron 
transfer through the base stack has been reduced to a static donor–bridge–acceptor 
problem which was insufficient to describe the entire mechanistic picture.  
When DNA photonics studies evolve into the second generation, structural dynamics 
critical for a comprehensive mechanistic understanding of the ET process was given 
deserved attention. As shown in Chapter 4, gating effects are highlighted; rigid and 
flexible structures show distinguished dynamic behaviors. These results together with the 
investigations on charge transfer dynamics in well-defined, stilbene derivatized DNA 
hairpins and dumbbells as introduced in Chapter 3, complete a picture of charge transfer 
behaviors within a dynamic framework. Moreover, Chapter 5 emphasizes the importance 
of the initially prepared electronic state. Ultrafast electronic energy delocalization, 
dissipation and migration are encompassed in the description of light induced dynamics 
in DNA. The concept of energy delocalization continues to be further explored in Chapter 
6, where energy transfer and electron transfer are observed to compete with each other, 
and finally the energetics determines which one is the dominant process. In the end, as 
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the initial step toward DNA electronics application, Chapter 7 shows the example of 
wire-like behavior observed in a non-DNA π–π coupling system. 
Future studies employing new spectroscopic techniques that are sensitive to both the 
structural and the dynamical evolution of complex molecules will likely assist these 
efforts. A few trends are especially noteworthy: 
Femtosecond CD 
Femtosecond transient absorption technique has shown its potential for probing DNA 
structure and its dynamic behavior. Fast time-resolved CD is even more powerful to 
provide information on biologically functionally important conformational transitions, 
like folding kinetics of biomolecules (248). Hence, it would be extremely useful for the 
DNA structural dynamics studies. Our groups have been working to push the 
methodology to a much higher time resolution region: on the femtosecond time scale 
(108). The current challenge is to improve the signal-to-noise ratio significantly to extract 
informative data.  
T–jump measurement and DNA Vibrational Dynamics Studies 
Laser-induced temperature–jump measurements are expected to play a dominant 
role in DNA structural dynamics studies. An apparatus that is able to generate ps mid-IR 
pulses and various detection modules (e.g. fluorescence, UV–VIS absorption, IR 
absorption and CD spectroscopy) will be greatly desired for such purposes. Meanwhile, 
multidimensional spectroscopic techniques, such as femtosecond 2D- and 3D-IR may 
find more applications in vibrational dynamics studies of DNA or proteins (249-254). 
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Another extremely promising methodology would be mode-selective excitations in a 
variety of biological molecules and assemblies like DNA. The experimental approach 
bears resemblance to laser-induced temperature–jump measurement, but it differs from 
the conventional relaxation spectroscopy by an experimental scheme based on tunable 
high-intensity ps pulses. This technique allows one to selectively deposit the excitation 
energy in certain vibrational modes of the solute molecule. The major challenge for this 
task is to generate high-intensity, high-average power mid-IR pulses.  
Combination with nanotechnology 
The combination of ultrafast spectroscopy and nanotechnology is expected to expand 
the regime of DNA photonics even further. Novel nanoparticle probes functionalized by 
DNA templates have rapidly spawned (255-258). For example, the synthesis and 
properties of DNA-based assemblies of gold nanoparticles have been thoroughly studied 
(259, 260). Many of these new types of probes exhibit much higher detection sensitivity 
than conventional ones, and equally attractive, they provide versatile and flexible 
synthesis methodologies by being used as elemental building blocks. Although separate 
time-resolved measurements for either nanoparticles like gold ones, semiconductor ones 
(261-264), or DNA as in this dissertation have been widely reported, the ultrafast 
spectroscopic measurements for “DNA-linked nanocrystal assemblies” have not been 
reported to my knowledge. One of my projects was to measure photoinduced dynamics in 
DNA-based gold nanoparticles combined with organic dye. The system is built by 
covalently connecting DNA to gold nanocrystals at one end and ethidium at the other 
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end. Unfortunately, the preliminary attempt was not very successful because of the 
inherently complicated composition of the sample: a mixture of ethidium dye, gold 
nanoparticles and DNA. But the prospect is promising. The crucial step relies on an 
undisputable characterization of the DNA assembly. It must be well-defined so that 
unidentified variables that will interfere with the femtosecond spectroscopic analysis are 
under control. Once this issue is resolved, the prospect will be very promising. 
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Appendix II – Self-written 4-exponential Fitting Function in 
Origin 7.0 Software 
 
[GENERAL INFORMATION] 
Function Name=Deq4 
Brief Description=Four exponential rise and decay 
Function Source=N/A 
Function Type=User-Defined 
Function Form=Equations 
Number Of Parameters=11 
Number Of Independent Variables=1 
Number Of Dependent Variables=1 
    [FITTING PARAMETERS] 
Naming Method=User-Defined 
Names=C0,C1,tau1,C2,tau2,C3,tau3,C4,tau4,tzero,fwhm 
Meanings=? 
Initial Values=0(V),0(V),1(V),1(V) 
Lower Bounds=--(X, Off),--(X, Off),--(X, Off),--(X, Off),--(X, Off),--(X, Off),--(X, 
Off),--(X, On),0(X, On) 
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Upper Bounds=--(X, Off),--(X, Off),--(X, Off),--(X, Off),--(X, Off),--(X, Off),--(X, 
Off),--(X, Off),--(X, Off) 
Number Of Significant Digits= 
[FORMULA] 
sig=fwhm/(2*sqrt(2*Ln(2))) 
temp1= exp(-(t-tzero)/tau1)*exp(((sig/tau1)^2)/2) 
temp2= (1-erf((sig/tau1-(t-tzero)/sig)/sqrt(2)))/2 
temp3= exp(-(t-tzero)/tau2)*exp(((sig/tau2)^2)/2) 
temp4= (1-erf((sig/tau2-(t-tzero)/sig)/sqrt(2)))/2 
temp5= exp(-(t-tzero)/tau3)*exp(((sig/tau3)^2)/2) 
temp6= (1-erf((sig/tau3-(t-tzero)/sig)/sqrt(2)))/2 
temp7= exp(-(t-tzero)/tau4)*exp(((sig/tau4)^2)/2) 
temp8= (1-erf((sig/tau4-(t-tzero)/sig)/sqrt(2)))/2 
Y=C0+C1*temp1*temp2+C2*temp3*temp4+C3*temp5*temp6+C4*temp7*temp8 
     [CONSTRAINTS] 
/*Enter general linear constraints here*/ 
 [CONSTANTS] 
 [INITIALIZATIONS] 
/*Scripts to be executed before fitting, a good place for complicated initialization.*/ 
C0:=0 
 [AFTER FITTING] 
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/*Scripts to be executed after fitting, a good place for generating results.*/ 
[INDEPENDENT VARIABLES] 
t= 
[DEPENDENT VARIABLES] 
y= 
[CONTROLS] 
General Linear Constraints=Off 
Initialization Scripts=On 
Scripts After Fitting=Off 
Number Of Duplicates=N/A 
Duplicate Offset=N/A 
Duplicate Unit=N/A 
Generate Curves After Fitting=Yes 
Curve Point Spacing=Uniform on X-Axis Scale 
Generate Peaks After Fitting=Yes 
Generate Peaks During Fitting=Yes 
Generate Peaks with Baseline=Yes 
Paste Parameters to Plot After Fitting=Yes 
Paste Parameters to Notes Window After Fitting=Yes 
Generate Residue After Fitting=No 
Keep Parameters=No 
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